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Introduction 
 
DataMentors’ network is an increasingly important resource for achieving our business objectives. Internal 
and external threats to integrity, confidentiality, and availability of information have also increased. 
Security breaches have become commonplace nationwide and DataMentors could become a target for 
attack. Critical resources, such as databases, client data, and employee privacy information are areas that 
must be protected from intrusion and inappropriate use or disclosure. Systems themselves must be set up 
and routinely updated so they prevent intrusion and other malicious activities. 
 
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that all individuals utilizing DataMentors’ resources understand their 
responsibility in reducing the risk of compromise and take appropriate security measures to protect our 
company’s systems and data. Everyone at DataMentors has a responsibility to assist with the 
implementation and enforcement of this policy. 
 
DataMentors will use the appropriate personnel, vendor or affiliate policies to adjudicate violations such as 
failure to comply with this policy, not taking corrective action when notified, system or network misuse or 
improper disclosure of protected information. 
 
Management is responsible for the identification of and consistency with applicable laws and 
regulations, defined commitments, service-level agreements, and other contractual requirements 
 
The Systems & Security Department has the responsibility and accountability for developing and 
maintaining DataMentors' system security policies, and changes and updates to those policies. 
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Acceptable Use Policy 
 
1.0 Overview 
DataMentors’ intentions for publishing an Acceptable Use Policy are not to impose restrictions that are 
contrary to DataMentors’ established culture of openness, trust and integrity. DataMentors is committed to 
protecting their employees, partners and the company from illegal or damaging actions by individuals, 
either knowingly or unknowingly. Internet/Intranet-related systems, including but not limited to computer 
equipment, software, operating systems, storage media, network accounts providing electronic mail, WWW 
browsing, and FTP, are the property of DataMentors. These systems are to be used for business purposes in 
serving the interests of the company and of our clients and customers in the course of normal operations.  
Effective security is a team effort involving the participation and support of every DataMentors employee 
and affiliate who deals with information and/or information systems. It is the responsibility of every 
computer user to know these guidelines, and to conduct their activities accordingly. Security procedures are 
sought from many external sources on an ongoing basis to stay current with new technologies and systems. 
               
2.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to outline the acceptable use of computer equipment at DataMentors. These 
rules are in place to protect DataMentors and its employees. Inappropriate use exposes DataMentors to 
substantial risks including virus attacks, compromise of network systems and services, and legal issues.  
               
3.0 Scope 
This policy applies to employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, and other workers at DataMentors, 
including all personnel affiliated with third parties. This policy applies to all equipment that is owned or 
leased by DataMentors.  
               
4.0 Policy 
  
4.1 General Use and Ownership  

1) While DataMentors' network administration desires to provide a reasonable level of privacy, users 
should be aware that the data they create on the corporate systems remains the property of 
DataMentors. Because of the need to protect DataMentors' network, management cannot 
guarantee the confidentiality of information stored on any network device belonging to 
DataMentors.  

2) Employees are responsible for exercising good judgment regarding the reasonableness of personal 
use. If there is any uncertainty, employees should consult their supervisor or manager.  

3) DataMentors requires that any sensitive or vulnerable information be encrypted. For guidelines on 
information classification, see DataMentors’ Information Sensitivity Policy.  

4) For security and network maintenance purposes, authorized individuals within DataMentors may 
monitor equipment, systems and network traffic at any time. 

5) DataMentors reserves the right to audit networks and systems on a periodic basis to ensure 
compliance with this policy.  

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Security and Proprietary Information  
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1) The information contained on Internet/Intranet-related systems should be classified as either 
confidential or not confidential, as defined by corporate confidentiality guidelines, details of which 
can be found in the Information Sensitivity Policy. Examples of confidential information may 
include but are not limited to: company private, corporate strategies, competitor sensitive, trade 
secrets, specifications, customer lists, and research data. Employees should take all necessary steps 
to prevent unauthorized access to this information.  

2) Do not share passwords. Authorized users are responsible for the security of their passwords and 
accounts. System level passwords are changed quarterly; user level passwords must be changed at 
least every 42 days.  

3) All PCs, laptops and workstations must be secured with a password-protected screensaver with the 
automatic activation feature set at 10 minutes or less, or by logging-off (control-alt-delete for 
Win2K/XP/Win7 users) when the machine will be unattended.  

4) Use data encryption as specified in DataMentors’ Encryption policy.  
5) Because information contained on portable computers is especially vulnerable, special care should 

be exercised in the handling and travelling with such machines. 
6) Postings by employees from a DataMentors email address to newsgroups should contain a 

disclaimer stating that the opinions expressed are strictly their own and not necessarily those of 
DataMentors, unless posting is in the course of business duties.  

7) All hosts used by the employee that are connected to DataMentors’ Internet/Intranet, whether 
owned by the employee or DataMentors, shall be continually executing approved virus-scanning 
software (Symantec Endpoint Protection) with current virus definitions.   

8) Employees must use extreme caution when opening e-mail attachments received from unknown 
senders, which may contain viruses, Trojans, or other forms of malware.  

 
4.3. Unacceptable Use  

The following activities are, in general, prohibited. Employees may be exempted from these 
restrictions during the course of their legitimate job responsibilities (e.g., systems administration staff 
may have a need to disable the network access of a host if that host is disrupting production services).  
Under no circumstances is an employee of DataMentors authorized to engage in any activity that is 
illegal under local, state, federal or international law while utilizing DataMentors-owned resources.  

 
The lists below are by no means exhaustive, but attempt to provide a framework for activities which 
fall into the category of unacceptable use.  
 
System and Network Activities  

1) Violations of the rights of any person or company protected by copyright, trade secret, patent or 
other intellectual property, or similar laws or regulations, including, but not limited to, the 
installation or distribution of "pirated" or other software products that are not appropriately 
licensed for use by DataMentors.  

2) Unauthorized copying of copyrighted material including, but not limited to, digitization and 
distribution of photographs from magazines, books or other copyrighted sources, copyrighted 
music, and/or the installation of any copyrighted software for which DataMentors or the end user 
does not have an active license is strictly prohibited.  

3) Exporting software, technical information, encryption software or technology, in violation of 
international or regional export control laws, is illegal. The appropriate management should be 
consulted prior to export of any material that is in question.  

4) Introducing malicious programs onto the network or server (e.g., viruses, worms, Trojan horses, 
etc.).  

5) Revealing your account password to others or allowing the use of your account by others. This 
includes family and other household members when work is being done from home.  

6) Using a DataMentors computing asset to actively engage in procuring or transmitting material that 
is in violation of sexual harassment or hostile workplace laws in DataMentors’ local jurisdiction.  

7) Making fraudulent offers of products, items, or services originating from any DataMentors 
account.  

8) Making statements about warranties, expressly or implied, unless it is a part of your normal job 
duties.  
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9) Creating security breaches or disruptions of network communication. Security breaches include, 
but are not limited to, accessing data of which the employee is not an intended recipient or logging 
into a server or account that the employee is not expressly authorized to access, unless these duties 
are within the scope of regular duties. For purposes of this section, "disruption" includes, but is not 
limited to, network sniffing, ICMP ping floods, packet spoofing, denial of service, and forged 
routing information malicious intent.  

10) Port scanning or security scanning is expressly prohibited unless prior notification to 
DataMentors’ Systems & Security Department is made.  

11) Executing any form of network monitoring which will intercept data not intended for the 
employee's workstation, unless this activity is a part of the employee's normal job/duty.  

12) Circumventing user authentication or security of any host, network or account.  
13) Interfering with or denying service to any user other than the employee's host (for example, denial 

of service attack).  
14) Using any program/script/command, or sending messages of any kind, with the intent to interfere 

with or disable a user's session, via any means, locally or via the Internet/Intranet.  
15) Providing information about or lists of DataMentors’ employees to parties outside DataMentors.  
 

Email and Communications Activities 
1) Sending unsolicited email messages, including the sending of "junk mail" or other advertising 

material to individuals who did not specifically request such material (email spam).  
2) Any form of harassment via email, telephone or paging, whether through language, frequency, or 

size of messages.  
3) Unauthorized use, or forging, of email header information.  
4) Solicitation of email for any other email address, other than that of the poster's account, with the 

intent to harass or to collect replies.  
5) Creating or forwarding "chain letters", "Ponzi" or other "pyramid" schemes of any type.  
6) Use of unsolicited email originating from within DataMentors' networks to other Internet/Intranet 

service providers on behalf of, or to advertise for any service hosted by DataMentors or connected 
via DataMentors' network.  

7) Posting the same or similar non-business-related messages to large numbers of email recipients 
(email spam).  

 
5.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
6.0 Definitions 
Email spam Unauthorized and/or unsolicited electronic mass mailings 
           
7.0 Revision History  
8/16/05 – Changed wording section 4.1.3 – requires instead of recommends 
9/20/07 – Clarified vague phrasing sections 4.1, 4.2, System and Network Activities 
1/18/2008 – Removed obsolete references (usenet, etc) 
7/20/2011 – Added Windows 7 references 
8/23/2011 – Virtual rewrite, changed vague phrasing, and correcting page format(s) 
9/23/14 – Removed reference to departmental policies 
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Access Control Policy 
 
1.0 Overview 
DataMentors has established the following policy to define how access control to information systems and 
services cover all stages in the life cycle of user access - from registration of new users to de-registration of 
users who no longer need access. Where possible, user policies are enforced by the operating system or 
other software. 
 
2.0 Scope 
This policy applies to employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, and other workers at DataMentors, 
including all personnel affiliated with third parties. This policy applies to all equipment that is owned or 
leased by DataMentors.  
 
3.0 Policy 
 
3.1 General rules and guidelines 

1) DataMentors data must have sufficient granularity to allow the appropriate authorized access. 
There is a delicate balance between protecting the data, and permitting access to those who need to 
use the data for authorized purposes. DataMentors recognizes this balance.  

2) Where possible and financially feasible, more than one person must have full rights to any 
DataMentors owned server storing or transmitting highly sensitive data. DataMentors has a 
standard policy that applies to user access rights. 

3) Access to DataMentors’ network, servers and systems is granted using individual and unique 
logins for authentication. Authentication may include the use of passwords, smart cards, 
biometrics, and/or other recognized forms of authentication.  

4) As stated in DataMentors’ Acceptable Use Policy, users must not share usernames or passwords, 
nor should they be written down or recorded in unencrypted electronic files or documents. All 
users must protect their username, account, password, and system access from unauthorized use.  

5) All users of DataMentors’ systems must have a strong password - the definition of which is 
established in DataMentors’ published Password Policy. Empowered accounts, such as 
administrator, root or supervisor accounts, must be changed frequently, consistent with guidelines 
established in the Password Policy.  

6) Passwords must not be placed in emails unless they have been encrypted.  
7) Default passwords on all DataMentors systems are changed after installation. All administrator or 

root accounts are given a password that conforms to the password selection criteria when a system 
is installed, rebuilt, or reconfigured.  

8) Logins and passwords are not coded into programs or queries unless they are encrypted or 
otherwise secure.  

9) Users are responsible for safe handling and storage of all DataMentors’ authentication devices. If 
an authentication device is lost or stolen, the loss must be immediately reported to the Systems & 
Security Department so that the device can be disabled.  

10) Terminated employee access is reviewed and adjusted as found necessary. Terminated employees 
have their accounts disabled upon transfer or termination. Since there could be delays in reporting 
changes in user responsibilities, periodic user access reviews are conducted by the Systems & 
Security Department.  

11) Transferred employee access is reviewed and adjusted as deemed necessary. 
12) Physical access to DataMentors is controlled using individual key FOBs and Pin numbers to grant 

entry to sensitive areas. DataMentors’ access control system has five access levels.  
13) Monitoring has been implemented on all DataMentors systems, including recording logon 

attempts and failures, successful logons, and date/time of logons and logoffs.  
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14) Activities performed as administrator are logged whenever it is feasible to do so.  
15) Personnel who have administrative system access use other less powerful accounts for performing 

non-administrative tasks.  

4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
5.0 Revision History 
8/23/2011 – Rewrite of policy, corrected archaic wording and page format(s) 
9/26/2014 – Removed reference to procedure for reviewing logs 
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Antivirus Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose 
The principal goal of this antivirus policy is effective and efficient prevention of network virus outbreaks 
and network security attacks involving DataMentors’ computer systems. The primary focus is to ensure that 
DataMentors’ computer users are aware of the risks and countermeasures that have been put into place to 
protect the integrity of network resources. This policy is intended to ensure that: 

1) The integrity, reliability, and optimal performance of DataMentors computing resources is 
protected 

2) Users of DataMentors’ system resources operate according to an appropriate degree of safe 
computing practices 

3) DataMentors licensed antivirus software is used properly and for its intended purposes 
4) Appropriate measures are in place to reasonably assure that this policy is followed 

 
2.0 Scope 
This policy applies to employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, and other workers at DataMentors, 
including all personnel affiliated with third parties. This policy applies to all equipment that is owned or 
leased by DataMentors.  
 
3.0 Policy 

1) All workstations are required to run the Symantec Endpoint Protection antivirus software, as well 
as Malwarebytes. 

2) NEVER open any files or macros attached to an email from an unknown, suspicious or 
untrustworthy source. Delete these attachments immediately, then "double delete" them by 
emptying your Recycle Bin. 

3) Delete spam, chain, and other junk email without forwarding, as per DataMentors’ Acceptable Use 
Policy. 

4) Never download files from unknown or suspicious sources. 
5) Avoid direct disk sharing with read/write access unless there is absolutely a business requirement 

to do so. 
6) Always scan removable disks from an unknown source for viruses before using them. 
7) Backup critical data and system configurations on a regular basis and store the data in a safe place. 
8) If testing conflicts with antivirus software, run the antivirus utility to ensure a clean machine, 

disable the software, then run the test. After the test, enable the antivirus software. When the 
antivirus software is disabled, do not run any applications that could transfer a virus, e.g., email or 
file sharing. 

9) New viruses are discovered almost every day. Virus definitions are automatically updated daily by 
Symantec Endpoint Protection. 

 
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  

 
5.0 Revision History 
9/15/20007 - Changed floppy disks to removable disks 
3/13/2008 – Changed Symantec Antivirus Corporate Edition to Symantec Endpoint Protection 
8/25/2011 – Added purpose and scope for manual continuity 
10/1/2014 – Added reference to Malwarebytes 
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Application Security Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose  
DataMentors’ applications reflect the company's reputation. These applications must be developed in a 
manner that prevents data from becoming vulnerable. For this reason, secure application coding practices 
must be implemented to minimize risks to DataMentors and client information.  

2.0 Policy 
This policy is required for DataMentors applications and web applications. This policy applies to 
applications that are developed by DataMentors employees and contractors; and those that are acquired 
from a vendor. Developers and data owners are accountable for ensuring proper controls are in place 
during the development lifecycle of the applications, including the design, development, testing, 
production, and maintenance. Web application developers are responsible for implementing these secure 
web application controls. 

Security administration of all applications must comply with the following requirements: 

• User input data must first be validated before it is processed by the application.  
• User input validation must include string length and meta character control.  
• Verify user supplied data does not contain commands or queries.  
• User content, such as articles, blogs, wiki's, commentaries, etc. must be reviewed for 

appropriateness by the data owner before it is posted or published.  
• If allowing user file inclusions, such files must be virus scanned before they are stored or 

executed.  
• Application interfaces must be coded to prevent buffer overflows.  
• Applications must prevent users from directly accessing internal objects, API's, files, and 

databases. The application must interact on behalf of the user.  
• Account credentials and session tokens must be adequately secured.  
• Strong password requirements must be implemented.  
• Secure connections must be used to protect sensitive transactions, session cookies, and logon 

processes.  
• Stored sensitive information must be encrypted.  
• Sensitive information must be stored on internal servers and not on Internet accessible servers.  
• Application leakage of information, such as configurations, logs, internal working, etc., must be 

avoided.  
• Access to sensitive information or information protected by law must be controlled at the logon 

account level and restricted to only authorized users.  
• Access control must be implemented and constrained to the least privileged access required to 

complete transactions.  

3.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
4.0 Revision History 
9/25/2014 – Added sentence about web application developers being responsible for implementing secure 
controls during development 
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Backup/Restore Policy 

1.0 Overview 
This policy defines the backup policy for computers within DataMentors which have their data backed 
up. These systems are typically servers but are not necessarily limited to servers. Servers backed up 
include file servers, the mail servers, database servers, and web servers.  
 

2.0 Purpose 
This policy is designed to protect data within DataMentors to be sure it is not lost and can be recovered 
in the event of an equipment failure, intentional destruction of data, or disaster.  
 

3.0 Scope 
This policy applies to all equipment and data owned and operated by DataMentors, LLC.  
 

4.0 Definitions 
Backup - The saving of files onto magnetic tape or other offline mass storage media for the purpose of 
preventing loss of data in the event of equipment failure or destruction.  
Archive - The saving of old or unused files onto magnetic tape or other offline mass storage media for 
the purpose of releasing on-line storage room.  
Restore - The process of bringing off line storage data back from the offline media and putting it on an 
online storage system such as a file server.  

5.0 Policy 
Timing 
Data is copied to a central location on our network attached storage server (NAS). Full backups are 
performed every Saturday. If for maintenance reasons, full backups are not performed on Saturday, 
they are done on Sunday. Monday through Friday a differential backup to tape(s) is performed. 
  
Tape Storage 
Full backups are done every Saturday/Sunday, full and/or differential are performed on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.  There is a separate set of tapes for each week of the 
month.  Each backup set holds Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 
backups on them.  All tapes are housed in a fireproof safe inside the data center until cycled off-site.  

Tape Drive Cleaning 
Tape drives are cleaned weekly or as needed and the cleaning tape is changed after approximately 50 
cycles.  

Monthly Backups 
The last week of the month tapes are used as monthly and are kept off-site for twelve months.  

Age of tapes 
The date each tape was put into service is recorded on the tape. Tapes that have been used longer than 
six months are discarded and replaced with new tapes.  
 
Responsibility 
The Systems & Security department performs regular backups. The delegated person will use the 
DataMentors approved procedure for testing backups and test the ability to restore data from backups 
on at least a monthly basis.  
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Testing 
The ability to restore data from backups shall be tested at least once per month using actual test 
restores. 

Data Backed Up 
Data to be backed up include the following information:  

1) User data stored on the hard drive 
2) System state data  
3) The registry  

Systems to be backed up include but are not limited to:  

1) File server  
2) Mail server  
3) Production web server  
4) Production database server  
5) Domain controllers  

Restoration 
Users that need files restored must submit a change request to the Systems & Security department. 
Include information about the file creation date, the name of the file, the last time it was changed, and 
the date and time it was deleted or destroyed.  

Tape Storage Locations 
Offline tapes used for nightly backup are stored in the data center in a fireproof safes. Monthly tapes 
are stored off-site with a data archive service.  

Supported Media 
DataMentors currently utilizes the following data backup media: 

1) LTO2 Ultrium 
2) 3480/3490 data cartridges (legacy) 
3) Dell 124T tape unit – LTO2 Ultrium 
4) StorageTek L40 tape unit – SDLT II. 
5) LTO5 Ultrium 

Backup Software 
DataMentors currently uses Symantec Backup Exec System Recovery, Symantec Backup Exec 
software to perform backups. 

5.0 Revision History 
3/31/2008 - Added reference to Symantec Backup Exec products  
9/18/2008 - Updated to reflect changes in procedures and new equipment. 
4/16/2009 – Added data archive service reference.                                                                                      
9/15/2010 – Removed NTBackup, changed version, and added L40 Tape Unit. 
9/15/2010 - Changed three month to twelve months for Monthly offsite tape rotation. 
10/19/2011 – Corrected syntax and document format for continuity 
9/25/2014 – Added LTO5 as media 
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Bluetooth Security Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose  
This policy provides for more secure Bluetooth device operations.  It protects the company from loss of 
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and proprietary company data. 
       
2.0 Scope  
This policy covers all DataMentors’ Bluetooth devices in use, and those devices that may be used. 
         
3.0 Policy  
 

3. 1 Bluetooth Version level 
No Bluetooth device shall be deployed on DataMentors’ equipment that does not meet Bluetooth 
v2.1 specifications without written authorization from the Systems & Security.  Any Bluetooth 
equipment purchased prior to this policy must comply with all parts of this policy, except for the 
Bluetooth version specifications (pre-v2.1 require written authorization) 

 
3.2 Pins and Pairing 
When pairing your Bluetooth unit to Bluetooth enabled equipment (i.e. phone, laptop, etc.), ensure 
that you are not in a public area.  If your Bluetooth enabled equipment asks for you to enter your 
pin after you have initially paired it, you must refuse the pairing request and report it to the 
Systems & Security Department immediately.  Unless your Bluetooth device itself has 
malfunctioned and lost its pin, this is a sign of a hack attempt. 

 
3.3 Device Security Settings 
All Bluetooth devices shall employ ‘security mode 3’ which encrypts traffic in both directions, 
between your Bluetooth device and its paired equipment. 
 
If your device allows the use of long PIN’s, you must use either a 13 alpha character PIN or a 
19 digit PIN (or longer). Switch the Bluetooth device to use hidden mode, and activate 
Bluetooth only when it is needed. Update the device’s firmware when a new version is available. 
 
3.4 Security Audits 
Systems & Security shall perform audits to ensure compliancy with this policy.  In the process of 
performing such audits, Systems & Security will not eavesdrop on any phone conversation. 

 
3.5 Unauthorized Use 
The following is a list of unauthorized uses of DataMentors-owned Bluetooth devices: 

• Eavesdropping, device ID spoofing, DoS attacks, or any for of attacking other Bluetooth 
enabled devices. 

• Using DataMentors-owned Bluetooth equipment on non-DataMentors-owned Bluetooth 
enabled devices. 

• Unauthorized modification of Bluetooth devices for any purpose. 
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3.6 User Responsibilities  
• It is the Bluetooth user's responsibility to comply with this policy.  

 
• Bluetooth users must only access DataMentors’ network(s) using approved Bluetooth 

device hardware, software, solutions, and connections.  
 

• Bluetooth device hardware, software, solutions, and connections that do not meet the 
standards of this policy will not be authorized for deployment.  

 
• Bluetooth users must act appropriately to protect information, network access, passwords, 

cryptographic keys, and Bluetooth equipment.  
 

• Bluetooth users are required to report any misuse, loss, or theft of Bluetooth devices or 
systems immediately to the Systems & Security Department. 

 
 
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
Revision History 
9/10/2012 – Policy written 
9/25/2012 – Policy added to manual 
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Clean Desk Policy 
 

1.0 Overview 
The purpose for this policy is to establish a culture of security and trust for all employees at DataMentors.  
An effective clean desk effort involving the participation and support of all DataMentors employees can 
greatly protect paper documents that contain sensitive information about our clients, customers and 
vendors.  All employees should familiarize themselves with the guidelines of this policy. 

 
2.0 Purpose 
The main reasons for a clean desk policy are: 

• A clean desk can produce a positive image when our customers visit the company. 
• It reduces the threat of a security incident as confidential information will be locked away when 

unattended. 
• Sensitive documents left in the open can be stolen by a malicious entity. 

 
3.0 Responsibility 
All staff, employees and entities working on behalf of DataMentors are subject to this policy. 

 
4.0 Policy 

• Allocate time in your calendar to clear away your paperwork. 
• Always clear your workspace before leaving for longer periods of time. 
• If in doubt - throw it out. If you are unsure of whether a duplicate piece of sensitive documentation 

should be kept - it will probably be better to shred it. 
• Consider scanning paper items and filing them electronically at your workstation. 
• Lock your desk and filing cabinets at the end of the day. 
• Lock away portable computing devices such as laptops or PDA devices. 
• Treat mass storage devices such as CDROM, DVD or USB drives as sensitive and secure them in 

a locked drawer. 
• At known extended periods away from your desk, such as a lunch break, sensitive working papers 

are expected to be placed in locked drawers. 
• At the end of the working day the employee is expected to tidy their desk and to put away all 

office papers. DataMentors provides lockable desks and filing cabinets for this purpose.  
 
 

5.0 Enforcement 
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment. 

 
6.0 Revision History 
10/19/2010 – Policy added 
11/15/2011 – Corrected section headers and content 
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Database Password Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose  
This policy states the requirements for securely storing and retrieving database usernames and passwords 
(i.e. database credentials) for use by a program that will access a database running on any of DataMentors' 
networks.  
 
Computer programs running on DataMentors' networks often require the use of one of the internal database 
servers. In order to access one of these databases, a program must authenticate to the database by 
presenting acceptable credentials. The database privileges that the credentials are meant to restrict can be 
compromised when the credentials are improperly stored.  
 
2.0 Scope  
This policy applies to all software that will access a DataMentors, multi-user production Oracle database. 
 
3.0 Policy  
 
3.1 General  
In order to maintain the security of DataMentors' internal databases, access by software programs must be 
granted only after authentication with credentials. The credentials used for this authentication must not 
reside in the main, executing body of the program's source code in clear text. Database credentials are not 
stored in a location that can be accessed through a web server.  
 
3.2 Specific Requirements  
 

3.2.1. Storage of Database User Names and Passwords  
a) Database user names and passwords may be stored in a file separate from the executing body 

of the program's code. This file must not be in clear text.  
b) Database credentials may reside on the database server. In this case, a hash number 

identifying the credentials may be stored in the executing body of the program's code.  
c) Database credentials may be stored as part of an authentication server (i.e., an entitlement 

directory), such as an LDAP server used for user authentication. Database authentication may 
occur on behalf of a program as part of the user authentication process at the authentication 
server. In this case, there is no need for programmatic use of database credentials.  

d) Database credentials must not reside in the documents tree of a web server.  
e) Pass through authentication (i.e., Oracle OPS$ authentication) must not allow access to the 

database based solely upon a remote user's authentication on the remote host.  
f) Passwords or pass phrases used to access a database must adhere to the Password Policy.  

               
        3.2.2. Retrieval of Database User Names and Passwords  

a) If stored in a file that is not source code, then database user names and passwords must be 
read from the file immediately prior to use. Immediately following database authentication, 
the memory containing the user name and password must be released or cleared.  

b) The scope into which you may store database credentials must be physically separated from 
the other areas of your code, e.g., the credentials must be in a separate source file. The file 
that contains the credentials must contain no other code but the credentials (i.e., the user name 
and password) and any functions, routines, or methods that will be used to access the 
credentials.  

c) For languages that execute from source code, the credentials source file must not reside in the 
same executable file or directory tree in which the executing body of code resides.  
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        3.2.3 Access to Database User Names and Passwords  
a) Every program or every collection of programs implementing a single business function must 

have unique database credentials. Sharing of credentials between programs is not allowed.  
b) Database passwords used by programs are system-level passwords as defined by the 

Password Policy.  
c) Developer groups must have a process in place to ensure that database passwords are 

controlled and changed in accordance with the Password Policy. This process must include a 
method for restricting knowledge of database passwords to a need-to-know basis.  

               
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
               
5.0 Definitions  
Computer language A language used to generate programs 
 
Credentials Something you know (e.g., a password or pass phrase), and/or something that 

identifies you (e.g., a user name, a fingerprint, voiceprint, retina print). 
Something you know and something that identifies you are presented for 
authentication.  

                   
Entitlement The level of privilege that has been authenticated and authorized, or the 

privilege level at which one can access resources 
                   
Executing body The series of computer instructions that the computer executes to run a program 
                   
Hash   An algorithmically generated number that identifies a datum or its location.  
                   
LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, a set of protocols for accessing 

information directories.  
                  
Module A collection of computer language instructions grouped together either logically 

or physically. A module may also be called a package or a class, depending 
upon which computer language is used.  

                  
Name space A logical area of code in which the declared symbolic names are known and 

outside of which these names are not visible.  
                   
Production Software that is being used for a purpose other than when software is being 

implemented or tested 
 
               
6.0 Revision History  
8/26/2011 – Changed layout for uniformity 
11/14/2011 – Rephrased to change “should” to “must” in several places for emphasis 
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Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity Framework 
 
Every business can experience an unforeseen event that can affect its normal business operations.  This can 
range from a flood or hurricane to a serious computer malfunction or information security incident.  
Planning for these situations is not always straightforward, but DataMentors takes this threat possibility 
very seriously and has implemented a plan to recover from such incidents in the minimum amount of time 
possible. 
 
Disaster Recovery policies underpin an organization’s whole approach to contingency and recovery. They 
determine the fundamental practices and culture throughout the enterprise and are usually linked closely 
with security policies, addressing the basic defense requirements to ensure the stability and continuity of 
the organization. It is essential therefore that they exist, are up to date, and are comprehensive. The Disaster 
Recovery plan is a comprehensive statement of consistent actions to be taken before, during, and after a 
disaster. The plan’s primary objective is to protect the organization in the event that part or even all of its 
operations and/or services are rendered unusable. 
 
Presented below is an overview of premises and data security measures employed by DataMentors, LLC. 
These security measures provide a base level of security from which specific client security requirements 
are addressed and added on an as needed basis.  The information presented in this document should be 
considered confidential. 
  
Areas Addressed 
 

a) Physical Plant and Offices 
b) IT Systems and Infrastructure 
c) Communications/Data transfer  

 
 
Physical Plant and Offices 
 
DataMentors maintains one location.  This location is a stand-alone office building.  There are two points 
of entry into DataMentors’ offices, both accessible only with proximity access control FOBs.  Normal 
business hours are 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday.   Access restrictions to DataMentors 
offices are maintained as follows: 
 

Business hours - The primary entrance is always locked and monitored by a receptionist. The 
secondary entrance is locked at all times.   

 
Non-business hours - The primary entrance is always locked. The secondary entrance to the 
office remains locked at all times.  The office suite contains an alarm system with motion 
detectors, audible sensors, and sensors on all access doors.  (Windows are sealed and cannot be 
opened.)  The alarm system is monitored and in the event of unapproved access, the local police as 
well as a designated DataMentors employee will be summoned. Internal and external CCTV 
cameras monitor sensitive areas.   
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IT Systems and Infrastructure 
 
Access to all networks and workstations is password protected.  Client data is exclusively maintained on 
dedicated systems in a secure data center within the DataMentors office. Proximity FOB plus PIN access is 
required to enter the data center and all access is logged by FOB number.  Client system hardware is rack 
mounted within secure, lockable enclosures.  Access to all systems housing client data is password 
protected.  On-site client source media and system/data backups are kept in a media library with restricted 
access.  The physical access to offline client data is managed through the use of a media log.  Media that is 
either expendable or stale is returned to the client or erased and/or destroyed, depending on client 
preference.  Off-site client data backups, maintained for disaster recovery, are kept in an off-site secure 
location, and individual media is encrypted. 
 
 
Communications/Data Transfer 
 
DataMentors maintains dedicated FTP servers on-site to facilitate the transfer of client data.  These FTP 
servers are located in the data center, in the DMZ behind a firewall and utilizes SSL/256 bit SSL 
encryption.  When feasible, critical data attributes are omitted from files being transferred.  The FTP sites 
do not permit anonymous logins.  Client access to the FTP servers is restricted to the client’s dedicated 
subdirectory.  Files can be password protected using a file compression/encryption utility (Zip or PGP).  In 
addition, with the use of PGP, both public and private keys can be incorporated into the file transfer 
process.  All files are removed from the FTP servers upon successful transfer.  All files received, including 
email messages and attachments are scanned for viruses, using Symantec Endpoint Protection software. 
 
VPN access is restricted to network users and does not include direct access to client data servers.  VPN 
access is secured using 3DES encryption. VPN access for designated users is available 24/7 to 
accommodate production schedules.  No other conduits for inbound remote access are maintained. 
 
Service Level Agreement 
 
DataMentors’ (Vendor) Service Level Agreement (SLA) defines the technical support to be provided to the 
client (Company) and is fundamental to maintaining business continuity. The bottom line is the SLA spells 
out the minimum levels of service availability and determines what actions will be taken in the event of 
serious disruption.  
 
Hardware 

• Vendor will provide the necessary hardware, facilities, utilities, software and maintenance to 
support the hosting of the Data Processing System and Company data.  

• Vendor will provide the necessary storage capability to host the Data Processing System and 
Company data.  

• Vendor will do preventive maintenance as necessary on all hardware and devices used to host the 
Data Processing System and Company data. 
 

Primary Hardware - Data Center 
 

• Vendor will host the Data Processing System and Company data on servers and other hardware 
(the “Primary Hardware”) maintained by Vendor that will be located in a data center (the “Data 
Center”) that employs industry-leading security measures (consistent with the critical role played 
by the Company data in the operation of Company’s business), with regard to both physical 
security (e.g., restricted access to servers, etc.) and electronic security (e.g., firewalls), including 
locked facilities, password protection, server cages, redundant power and data transmission 
circuits and UPS systems. 
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• Vendor may also provide for redundant servers and other hardware (“Redundant Hardware”) at 
such Data Center so that, if the Primary Hardware malfunctions, the Redundant Hardware will 
immediately host the Data Processing System and Company data according to the specifications 
set forth in the agreement.  If required, vendor will also establish additional servers and other 
hardware (the “Hot Backup Hardware”) at a secure location (the “Hot Backup Center”) other than 
the Data Center.  If required, the Hot Backup Hardware will contemporaneously mirror the Data 
Processing System and Company data and will be available to host the Data Processing System 
and Company data immediately as set forth in the agreement in the event the Primary Hardware 
and Backup Hardware at the Data Center become unavailable. 

 
Escalation for Cases of Failure of Data Processing Services 

 
• Vendor will provide a single point of contact for Company to contact in the case of the failure of 

the Data Processing Services.  
• Vendor will provide a mutually acceptable, structured, multi-level escalation protocol with defined 

events and responses. 
• Vendor will provide a priority code structure for client problems encountered.  This is most 

applicable to clients who are site licensing the vendor software but may apply in some outsourced 
situations.  The priority code structure is described in Attachment A. 

 
Systems Management 
 

• Vendor will maintain the software operating systems and necessary web applications and file 
servers to operate the Data Processing System and Company data.  

• Vendor will perform upgrades on a regularly scheduled basis and communicate to Company in 
advance, in writing, of upgrades, which introduce significant risks to the performance of the Data 
Processing System and Company data.  

• Vendor will maintain rollback processes and backups to recover from failed or aborted system 
enhancements or upgrades.  

• Vendor shall, in connection with the Data Processing services, ensure that all Company data 
stored or transmitted shall be protected using commercially reasonable security measures as 
previously described above.  

 
 
DataMentors Disaster Recovery Plan and Business Continuity Plan Frameworks available on request 
 
Revision History 
11/1/2011 – Corrected syntax and format for clarity 
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Attachment A 
Problem Priority Codes 

 

Priority Code 1 
The problem has stopped the Client/User from working on a Business Critical Task, and there are no work-
arounds. That is, there is no alternative method that can be implemented temporarily to allow the 
Client/User to continue working. Problems, which have this Priority Code, shall require continuous effort 
to resolution and immediate management notification. Resolution is targeted for a 24 hr turnaround time. 

Example:            Software aborted. 

 

Priority Code 2 
The problem has stopped the Client/User from working on a Business Critical Task, but there is a work-
around. That is, there is an alternative method that can be implemented temporarily to allow the Client/User 
to continue working.  Resolution for these semi-critical issues is targeted for a 72 hr turnaround time. 

  

Priority Code 3 
The problem has affected the Client/User productivity, but there is a work-around to allow the Client/User 
to continue working. The problem is a Business Critical Task, but the immediate resolution is 
overshadowed by other more timely fixes.  This issue has an immediate need and is targeted for a 2-3 week 
turnaround time. 

A workaround exists, but performance is slightly degraded.  

 

Priority Code 4 
The problem has affected the Client/User productivity, but there is a work-around to allow the Client/User 
to continue working. The problem is not a Business Critical Task, but the resolution is required to maintain 
proper system functionality.   Targeted turnaround time is 1 to 2 months. 

Example:  Functionality in a previous version was eliminated and this functionality is used in 
several applications.  The retrofitting of this functionality will be implemented prior to 
the next version of the System.  

 

 

Note: A problem normally classified as Priority Code 2 or 3 can be re-classified to Priority Code 1 when 
mutually agreed to by both parties. 
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Email Use Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to prevent tarnishing the public image of DataMentors. When email goes out 
from DataMentors, the general public will tend to view that message as an official policy statement from 
the DataMentors. 
             
2.0 Scope  
This policy covers appropriate use of any email sent from a DataMentors email address and applies to all 
employees, vendors, and agents operating on behalf of DataMentors. 
              
3.0 Policy  

3.1 Prohibited Use. The DataMentors email system shall not to be used for the creation or 
distribution of any disruptive or offensive messages, including offensive comments about race, 
gender, disabilities, age, sexual orientation, pornography, religious beliefs and practice, political 
beliefs, or national origin. Employees who receive any emails with this content from any 
DataMentors employee should report the matter to their supervisor immediately. 
 
3.2 Personal Use. 
Using a reasonable amount of DataMentors’ resources for personal emails is acceptable, but non-
work related email shall be saved in a separate folder from work related email.  Sending chain 
letters or joke emails from a DataMentors email account is prohibited.  Virus or other malware 
warnings and mass mailings from DataMentors shall be approved by DataMentors CEO before 
sending. These restrictions also apply to the forwarding of mail received by a DataMentors 
employee. 
 
3.3 Monitoring 
DataMentors employees shall have no expectation of privacy in anything they store, send or 
receive on the company’s email system. DataMentors may monitor messages without prior notice. 
DataMentors is not obliged to monitor email messages. 

 
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
              
5.0 Definitions 
Email The electronic transmission of information through a mail protocol such as 

SMTP. Typical email clients include Microsoft Outlook. 
Forwarded email  Email resent from an internal network to an outside point. 
Chain email or letter Email sent to successive people.  Typically the body of the note has direction to 

send out multiple copies of the note and promises good luck or money if the 
direction is followed. 

Sensitive information Information is considered sensitive if it can be damaging to DataMentors or its 
customers' reputation or market standing. 

Virus warning Email containing warnings about virus or malware. The overwhelming majority 
of these emails turn out to be a ‘hoax’ and contain bogus information usually 
intent only on frightening or misleading users.  

Unauthorized Disclosure The intentional or unintentional revealing of restricted information to people, 
both inside and outside DataMentors, who do not have a need to know that 
information. 

6.0 Revision History 
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Email Retention Policy 
 
 
1.0 Purpose 
The Email Retention Policy is intended to help employees determine what information sent or received by 
email should be retained and for how long.  
 
The information covered in these guidelines includes, but is not limited to, information that is either stored 
or shared via electronic mail or instant messaging technologies. 
         
All employees should familiarize themselves with the email retention topic areas that follow this 
introduction. Questions about the proper classification of a specific piece of information should be 
addressed to your manager. Questions about these guidelines should be addressed to the Systems & 
Security Department. 
         
2.0 Scope  
All DataMentors email information should be categorized into four main classifications with retention 
guidelines:  
 

• Administrative Correspondence (5 years) 
• Fiscal Correspondence (5 years) 
• General Correspondence (1 year) 
• Ephemeral Correspondence (Retain until read, destroy) 

        
3.0 Policy 

  
3.1 Administrative Correspondence 
DataMentors’ Administrative Correspondence includes, though is not limited to clarification of 
established company policy, including holidays, time card information, dress code, work place 
behavior and any legal issues such as intellectual property violations.   All email with the information 
sensitivity label Management Only shall be treated as Administrative Correspondence. Sent email and 
retention will be monitored by the Systems & Security Department. 
 
3.2 Fiscal Correspondence 
DataMentors’ Fiscal Correspondence is all information related to revenue and expense for the 
company. Sent email and retention will be administered by the Systems & Security Department. 
 
3.3 General Correspondence 
DataMentors’ General Correspondence covers information that relates to customer interaction and the 
operational decisions of the business.  The individual employee is responsible for email retention of 
General Correspondence. 
 
3.4 Ephemeral Correspondence  
DataMentors Ephemeral Correspondence is by far the largest category and includes personal email, 
requests for recommendations or review, email related to product development, updates and status 
reports. 
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3.5 Instant Messenger Correspondence 
DataMentors Instant Messenger General Correspondence may be saved with logging function of the 
Instant Messenger, or copied into a file and saved.  Instant Messenger conversations that are 
Administrative or Fiscal in nature should be copied into an email message and sent to the appropriate 
email retention address. 
 
3.6 Encrypted Communications 
DataMentors encrypted communications should be stored in a manner consistent with DataMentors’ 
Information Sensitivity Policy, but in general, information should be stored in a decrypted format. 
 
3.7 Recovering Deleted Email via Backup Media 
DataMentors maintains backup tapes from the email server and once a quarter, a set of tapes is taken 
out of rotation and moved offsite.  No effort will be made to remove email from the offsite backup 
tapes. 

 
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
5.0 Definitions  
Approved Electronic Mail - Includes all mail systems supported by Systems & Security. If you have a 
business need to use other systems, contact the appropriate support organization.  
       
Approved Encrypted email and files - Techniques include the use of 3DES and PGP among others. 3DES 
encryption is available via many different public domain packages on all platforms. PGP use within 
DataMentors is done via a license. Please contact the appropriate support organization if you require a 
license.  
   
Approved Instant Messenger - The Spark Client is the only IM that is approved for use on DataMentors’ 
computers. 
   
Individual Access Controls - Individual Access Controls are methods of electronically protecting files from 
being accessed by people other than those specifically designated by the owner. On Mac’s and PCs, this 
includes using passwords on screensavers.              
 
Insecure Internet Links 
Insecure Internet Links are all network links that originate from a locale or travel over lines that are not 
totally under the control of DataMentors.  
             
Encryption - Secure DataMentors Sensitive information in accordance with the Encryption Policy. 
International issues regarding encryption are complex. Follow corporate guidelines on export controls on 
cryptography, and consult your manager and/or corporate legal services for further guidance.  
                        
6.0 Revision History 
11/16/07 Changed retention periods for Administrative & Fiscal Correspondence 
03/31/08  Change name on email accounts for administration and fiscal 
10/28/2011 – Added Spark as only approved IM client 
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Encryption Policy 
             
1.0 Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is to provide guidance that limits the use of encryption to those algorithms that 
have received substantial public review and have been proven to work effectively. Additionally, this policy 
provides direction to ensure that Federal regulations are followed, and legal authority is granted for the 
dissemination and use of encryption technologies outside of the United States. 
             
2.0 Scope  
This policy applies to all DataMentors employees and affiliates.  
               
3.0 Policy  
Proven, standard algorithms such as 3DES, RSA, and RC5 should be used as the basis for encryption 
technologies. These algorithms represent the actual cipher used for an approved application. For example, 
PGP Corporation’s Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) uses a combination of IDEA and RSA or Diffie-Hellman, 
while Secure Socket Layer (SSL) uses RSA encryption. Symmetric cryptosystem key lengths must be at 
least 128 bits. Asymmetric crypto-system keys must be of a length that yields equivalent strength. 
DataMentors’ key length requirements will be reviewed annually and upgraded as technology allows.  
 
The use of proprietary encryption algorithms is not allowed for any purpose, unless reviewed by qualified 
experts outside of the vendor in question. Be aware that the U.S. Government restricts the export of 
encryption technologies. Residents of countries other than the United States should make themselves aware 
of the encryption technology laws of the country in which they reside. 
               
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
              
5.0 Definitions  
 
Proprietary Encryption An algorithm that has not been made public and/or has not withstood 

public scrutiny. The developer of the algorithm could be a vendor, an 
individual, or the government. 

                   
Symmetric Cryptosystem A method of encryption in which the same key is used for both 

encryption and decryption of the data. 
 
Asymmetric Cryptosystem A method of encryption in which two different keys are used: one for 

encrypting and one for decrypting the data (e.g., public-key 
encryption). 

 
               
 
Revision History            
11/1/2011 – Clarified phrasing concerning proprietary encryption    
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Ethics Policy 
 

1.0 Overview 
DataMentors’ purpose for this ethics policy is to establish a culture of openness, trust and integrity in 
business practices.  Effective ethics is a team effort involving the participation and support of every 
DataMentors employee.  All employees should familiarize themselves with the ethics guidelines that 
follow this introduction. 
 
DataMentors is committed to protecting employees, partners, vendors and the company from illegal or 
damaging actions by individuals, either knowingly or unknowingly.  When DataMentors addresses 
issues proactively and uses correct judgment, it will help set us apart from competitors. 
 
DataMentors will not tolerate any wrongdoing or impropriety at anytime.  DataMentors will take the 
appropriate measures act quickly in correcting the issue if the ethical code is broken.  Any infractions 
of this code of ethics will not be tolerated.  
  

2.0 Purpose 
The purpose for authoring a publication on ethics is to emphasize the employee’s and consumer’s 
expectation to be treated to fair business practices.  This policy will serve to guide business behavior to 
ensure ethical conduct. 
 

3.0 Scope 
This policy applies to employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, and other workers at 
DataMentors, including all personnel affiliated with third parties. 
 

4.0 Policy 
 
4.1. Executive Commitment to Ethics 

4.1.1. Top executives within DataMentors must set a prime example.  In any business                                                                                 
practice, honesty and integrity must be top priority for executives. 

4.1.2. Executives must have an open door policy and welcome suggestions and concerns from 
employees.  This will allow employees to feel comfortable discussing any issues and will 
alert executives to concerns within the work force. 

4.1.3. Executives must disclose any conflict of interests regard their position within DataMentors. 
 

4.2. Employee Commitment to Ethics 
4.2.1. DataMentors’ employees will treat everyone fairly, have mutual respect, promote a team 

environment and avoid the intent and appearance of unethical or compromising practices. 
4.2.2. Every employee needs to apply effort and intelligence in maintaining ethics value. 
4.2.3. Employees must disclose any conflict of interests regard their position within DataMentors. 
4.2.4. Employees will help DataMentors to increase customer and vendor satisfaction by providing 

quality product s and timely response to inquiries. 
 

4.3. Company Awareness 
4.3.1. Promotion of ethical conduct within interpersonal communications of employees will be 

rewarded. 
4.3.2. DataMentors will promote a trustworthy and honest atmosphere to reinforce the vision of 

ethics within the company. 
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4.4. Maintaining Ethical Practices 
4.4.1. DataMentors will reinforce the importance of the integrity message and the tone will start at 

the top.  Every employee, manager, and director needs to consistently maintain an ethical 
stance and support ethical behavior. 

4.4.2. Employees at DataMentors should encourage open dialogue, get honest feedback, and treat 
everyone fairly, with honesty and objectivity.   

4.4.3. DataMentors has established a best practice disclosure committee to make sure the ethical 
code is delivered to all employees, and that concerns regarding the code can be addressed. 
 

4.5. Unethical Behavior 
4.5.1. DataMentors will avoid the intent or appearance of unethical or compromising practices in 

relationships, actions and communications.   
4.5.2. DataMentors will not tolerate harassment or discrimination. 
4.5.3. Unauthorized use of company trade secrets or marketing strategies, or operational, 

personnel, financial, source code, and/or technical information integral to the success of our 
company will not be tolerated. 

4.5.4. DataMentors will not permit impropriety at any time, and we will act ethically and 
responsibly in accordance with laws. 

4.5.5. DataMentors employees will not use corporate assets or business relationships for personal 
use or gain. 

 
5.0 Enforcement 
Any infractions of this code of ethics will not be tolerated, and DataMentors will act quickly in correcting 
the issue if the ethical code is broken. 
 
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment. 
 
 
6.0 Revision History 
10/19/2011 – Corrected syntax and formatting 
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Extranet Policy 
  
1.0 Purpose  
This document describes the policy under which third party organizations connect to DataMentors 
networks for the purpose of transacting business related to DataMentors.  
       
2.0 Scope  
Connections between third parties that require access to non-public DataMentors resources fall under this 
policy, regardless of whether a T1 circuit, cable or VPN technology is used for the connection. 
Connectivity to third parties such as the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that provide Internet access for 
DataMentors or to the Public Switched Telephone Network does NOT fall under this policy.  
         
3.0 Policy  
 

3.1 Pre-Requisites  
3.1.1 Security Review 
All new extranet connectivity will go through a security review with the Systems & 
Security department. The reviews are to ensure that all access matches the business 
requirements in a best possible way, and that the principle of least access is followed. 
           
3.1.2 Third Party Connection Agreement 
All new connection requests between third parties and DataMentors require that the third 
party and DataMentors representatives agree to and sign the Third Party Agreement. This 
agreement must be signed by the DataMentors executive management as well as a 
representative from the third party who is legally empowered to sign on behalf of the 
third party. The signed document is to be kept on file with the relevant extranet group.  
 
3.1.3 Business Case 
All production extranet connections must be accompanied by a valid business 
justification, in writing, that is approved by the Systems & Security Department. 
Typically this function is handled as part of the Third Party Agreement. 
           
3.1.4 Point Of Contact 
The Sponsoring Organization must designate a person to be the Point of Contact (POC) 
for the Extranet connection. The POC acts on behalf of the Sponsoring Organization, and 
is responsible for those portions of this policy and the Third Party Agreement that pertain 
to it. In the event that the POC changes, the relevant extranet organization must be 
informed promptly. 

         
3.2 Establishing Connectivity  
Entities within DataMentors that wish to establish connectivity to a third party are to file a new 
site request with the Systems & Security Department. Systems & Security will then address 
security issues inherent to the project 
 
All connectivity established must be based on the least-access principle, in accordance with the 
approved business requirements and the security review. In no case will DataMentors rely upon 
the third party to protect DataMentors’ network or resources. 
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3.3 Modifying or Changing Connectivity and Access  
All changes in access must be accompanied by a valid business justification, and are subject to 
security review. Changes are to be implemented via corporate change management process. The 
requesting entity is responsible for notifying the Systems & Security Department when there is a 
material change in their originally provided information so that security and connectivity evolve 
accordingly. 
         
3.4 Terminating Access  
When access is no longer required, the requesting entity within DataMentors must notify the 
Systems & Security Department, which will then terminate the access. This may mean a 
modification of existing permissions up to terminating the circuit, as appropriate. The Systems & 
Security department will conduct an audit of their respective connections on an annual basis to 
ensure that all existing connections are still needed, and that the access provided meets the needs 
of the connection. Connections that are found to be depreciated, and/or are no longer being used to 
conduct DataMentors business, will be terminated immediately. Should a security incident or a 
finding that a circuit has been deprecated and is no longer being used to conduct DataMentors 
business necessitate a modification of existing permissions, or termination of connectivity, 
Systems & Security will advise the POC or the requesting entity of the change prior to taking any 
action. 

         
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
         
5.0 Definitions 
Circuit For the purposes of this policy, circuit refers to the method of network access, 

whether it's through traditional T1, cable, or via VPN/Encryption technologies.  
             
Requesting entity The DataMentors organization who requested that the third party have access to 

DataMentors resources. 
 
Third Party  A business entity that is not a formal or subsidiary part of DataMentors.  
 
6.0 Revision History 
11/1/2011 – Clarified phrasing and titles 
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Incident Handling Policy 
 
1.0 Overview 
DataMentors is increasingly dependent on data and network resources. Proper detection and response to 
incidents that may impact the integrity, confidentiality or availability of these resources is critical to the 
operation of the company. Such incidents include, but are not limited to: virus outbreaks, physical or 
remote security breaches, denial-of service attacks, and other exploited vulnerabilities.  
 
The following standards were developed by DataMentors to prepare those employed by or affiliated with 
the company to properly detect and respond to incidents of any kind. Individuals are encouraged to 
implement any additional plans they deem necessary. These recommendations should not be used to reduce 
the level of preparedness that may already exist. 
 
These minimum standards apply to all DataMentors departments and affiliates, as well as contractors and 
vendors handling DataMentors’ systems or data. They represent the recommended minimum planning and 
cooperative efforts necessary to ensure the best incident detection and response possible. 
 
2.0 Security Incident Pattern Detection 
DataMentors users and administrators should be alert for symptoms that indicate and intrusion into their 
systems. The following points are helpful in detecting intrusions: 
 
Be suspicious of unusual activity – unusual computer or network activity can be an indicator of a virus, 
attack, or intrusion. Activities and symptoms to look for include: 
 

• Excessive virus warnings or personal firewall pop-up messages 
• Unexpected system reboots and/or sudden degradation of system performance 
• Unauthorized new user accounts or altered passwords 
• New directories or files, often with unusual names such as “…” or “   ..” 
• Modification or defacement of web sites 
• New open network ports on a system 
• Unexpectedly full disk drives 

 
Listen to complaints received from others – comments or emails claiming suspicious activity from a 
computer may indicate the machine is infected or has been compromised and may actively be attacking 
other computers. 
 
Be aware of the physical environment – access to secure areas at DataMentors is restricted, and situations 
to be aware of include: 
 

• Unauthorized personnel in secure areas 
• Unknown users at a computer 
• Missing or moved equipment 
• Open or unlocked doors that are normally secured 

 
 
DataMentors regularly reviews server logs – log files are invaluable in detecting and tracking attempted 
intrusions and other suspicious activity. To maximize the value of logs, DataMentors Systems & Security 
Department security personnel will: 
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• Ensure that a very high level of logging is enabled 
• Check logs regularly for suspicious activity and entries 
• Look for missing time spans in logs 
• Check for repeated login failures or account lockouts 
• Investigate unexpected system reboots 
• Scan corporate antivirus logs for alerts and threat warnings 

 
 
3.0 Rapid Incident Response 
DataMentors has established a specific set of critical incident response procedures that will ensure that the 
appropriate leadership and technical resources are involved to 1) assess the seriousness of an incident, 2) 
assess the extent of damage, 3) identify the vulnerability created, and 4) estimate what additional resources 
are required to mitigate the incident. It will also ensure that proper follow-up reporting occurs and that 
procedures and precautions are adjusted so that responses to any future incidents are improved. Whether 
the incident is actually critical is assessed during the triage phase. 
 
The components of DataMentors' rapid notification process are as follows: 
 
What happened? 
When did the breach occur and/or when was it detected? 
How was it detected, and by whom? 
What data was potentially compromised? 
How much data was compromised? 
For who was data compromised? 
Why the client(s) are being notified. 
What steps are/were being taken? 
Is any data known to be fraudulently used or is this notification precautionary? 
What steps should the affected client(s) take? 
Issue an apology or a statement of commitment to security. 
Provide anticipated next steps, if any. 
Who should be contacted for additional information? 
 
All DataMentors system users must immediately report suspicious activity to the Systems & Security 
Department. Administrators will refer to DataMentors’ Incident Response Guidelines for technical 
assistance in investigating the incident. Every incident must be documented in PSA with as much detail as 
possible and include the ultimate resolution. 
 
This policy is applicable to any incident that occurs at DataMentors, including but not limited to 
security incidents, physical injury, theft, property damage, denial of service, threats, harassment 
and/or other criminal offenses involving individual user accounts, forgery and/or misrepresentation. 
  
4.0 Definitions 
Incident Any adverse event which compromises some aspect of DataMentors computer 

or network functionality/security, or business operations. 
Vulnerability A characteristic piece of technology which can be exploited to perpetrate a 

security incident. 
  
5.0 Revision History 
8/21/2005 – Changed scope of policy to include incidents of any kind, not only computer/security incidents 
8/19/2010 – Added reference to documenting the incidents in PSA… mandatory 
11/1/11 – Added Rapid Incident Response and Pattern Detection modules 
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Incident Response Guidelines 
 
1.0 Overview 
DataMentors network or, more accurately, ALL networks are under continual attack. Attempts to exploit 
network resources have become commonplace. DataMentors computer users must be prepared to respond 
properly when a security incident occurs. Incident handling at DataMentors is not a reactionary exercise – it 
is a logical progression down a predetermined path. A solid plan of attack for different types of security 
incidents is crucial to the continuance and/or restoration of normal operations at DataMentors. 
 
2.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to provide security personnel and administrators with guidelines for 
incident handling at DataMentors. 
 
3.0 Scope 
These minimum standards apply to all DataMentors departments and affiliates, including contractors and 
vendors handling DataMentors systems or data. 
 
4.0 Guidelines 
The following guidelines are necessarily general. 
  

4.1 Incident Evaluation and response 
• Change system password(s) 
• Check all systems for new or modified accounts 
• Review log files for abnormal entries or missing time spans 
• Look for modifications made to system software and/or configuration files 
• Scan system for new binaries (including user directories) 
• Check other local systems and related remote systems 

 
4.2 Incident Reporting 

• Enter the incident in PSA with as much detail as possible 
• Contact Systems & Security Department immediately to discuss the nature of the 

incident 
• Clean and/or reformat the system as appropriate 

 
5.0 Revision History 
8/19/2010 – Added PSA reference… no longer using paper form 
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Information Sensitivity Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose 
The Information Sensitivity Policy is intended to help employees determine what information can be 
disclosed to non-employees, as well as the relative sensitivity of information that should not be disclosed 
outside of DataMentors without proper authorization.  
 
The information covered in these guidelines includes, but is not limited to, information that is either stored 
or shared via any means. This includes: electronic information, information on paper, and information 
shared orally or visually (such as telephone and video conferencing).  
         
All employees must familiarize themselves with the information labeling and handling guidelines that 
follow this introduction. It should be noted that the sensitivity level definitions were created as guidelines, 
and emphasize the common sense steps that you can take to protect DataMentors Confidential information - 
(e.g., DataMentors Confidential information should not be left unattended in conference rooms).  
 
Please Note: The impact of these guidelines on daily activity should be minimal.  
 
Questions about the proper classification of a specific piece of information should be addressed to your 
manager. Questions about these guidelines should be addressed to the Systems & Security Department. 
         
2.0 Scope  
All of DataMentors’ information is categorized into two main classifications:  

• DataMentors Public  
• DataMentors Confidential  
• * Client Confidential (this is subset of DataMentors Confidential) 

 
DataMentors Public information is information that has been declared public knowledge by someone with 
the authority to do so, and can freely be given to anyone without any possible damage to DataMentors.  
 
DataMentors Confidential contains all other information. It is a continuum, in that it is understood that 
some information is more sensitive than other information, and should be protected in a more secure 
manner. Included is information that should be protected very closely, such as trade secrets, development 
programs, potential acquisition targets, and other information integral to the success of our company. Also 
included in DataMentors Confidential is information that is less critical, such as telephone directories, 
general corporate information, personnel information, etc., which does not require as stringent a degree of 
protection.  
 
A subset of DataMentors Confidential information is "Client Confidential" information. This is confidential 
information belonging or pertaining to another corporate entity which has been entrusted to DataMentors 
under non-disclosure agreements and other contracts. Examples of this type of information include 
everything from joint development efforts to vendor lists, customer orders, and supplier information. 
Information in this category ranges from extremely sensitive to information about the fact that we've 
connected a consultant / vendor into DataMentors’ network to support our operations.  
 
DataMentors personnel are required to secure DataMentors Confidential (as well as subset Client 
Confidential) information to the proper extent. If an employee is uncertain of the sensitivity of a particular 
piece of information, he/she should contact their manager immediately. 
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3.0 Policy  
The Sensitivity Guidelines below provides details on how to protect information at varying sensitivity 
levels. Use these guidelines as a reference only, as DataMentors Confidential information in each category 
may necessitate more or less stringent measures of protection depending upon the circumstances and the 
nature of the DataMentors Confidential information being considered.  
         

3.1 Minimal Sensitivity – “DataMentors Public” 
 General corporate information; some personnel and technical information  

 
Marking guidelines for information in hardcopy or electronic form 
 
Marking is at the discretion of the owner or custodian of the information. If marking is desired, the 
words "DataMentors Public" may be written or designated in a conspicuous place on or in the 
information under evaluation. Other labels that may be used include "Public Knowledge" or 
similar labels at the discretion of your individual business unit or department. Even if no marking 
is present, DataMentors information is presumed to be "DataMentors Confidential" unless 
expressly determined to be DataMentors Public information by a DataMentors employee with 
authority to do so. 

 
Access:  DataMentors employees, contractors, and people with a business need to know. 
 
Distribution within DataMentors:  Standard interoffice email, approved electronic mail and 
electronic file transmission methods. 
 
Distribution outside of DataMentors internal mail:  U.S. mail and other public or private 
carrier(s), approved electronic mail and electronic file transmission methods. 
 
Electronic distribution:  No restrictions except that it is sent only to approved recipients. 
 
Storage:  Keep from view of unauthorized people, erase whiteboards, and do not leave in view on 
a tabletop. Machines should be administered with security in mind. To protect from loss, 
electronic information should have individual access controls where possible and appropriate. 
 
Disposal/Destruction:  Outdated paper information is shredded on DataMentors premises; 
electronic data is expunged / cleared. Electronic data is reliably erased or physically destroyed. 
 
Penalty for deliberate or inadvertent disclosure:  
 Up to and including termination, possible civil and/or criminal prosecution to the fullest extent of 
the law. 

 
3.2 More Sensitive – “DataMentors Confidential”  

Business, financial, technical, and most personnel information 
 

Marking guidelines for information in hardcopy or electronic form 
 
Note:  As the sensitivity level of the information increases, you may, in addition or instead of 
marking the information "DataMentors Confidential" or "DataMentors Proprietary", wish to label 
the information "DataMentors Internal Use only" or other similar labels at the discretion of your 
individual business unit or department to denote a more sensitive level of information. However, 
marking is discretionary at all times. 
 
Access:  DataMentors employees and non-employees with signed non-disclosure agreements who 
have a business need to know. 
 
Distribution within DataMentors:  Standard interoffice email approved electronic mail and 
electronic file transmission methods. 
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Distribution outside of DataMentors internal mail:  Sent via U.S. mail or approved private 
carrier(s). 
 
Electronic distribution:  No restrictions to approved recipients within DataMentors, but should be 
encrypted or sent via a private link to approved recipients outside of DataMentors’ premises. 
 
Storage: Individual access controls are highly recommended for electronic information. 
 
Disposal/Destruction:  Outdated paper information is shredded on DataMentors premises; 
electronic data is expunged / cleared. Electronic data is reliably erased or physically destroyed. 
 
Penalty for deliberate or inadvertent disclosure:  
Up to and including termination, possible civil and/or criminal prosecution to the fullest extent of 
the law. 

          
3.3 Most Sensitive – Elements of “DataMentors Confidential” and  all “Client Confidential” 

Trade secrets & marketing, operational, personnel, financial, source code, & technical 
Information integral to the success of our company and all Client Confidential Data 

 
Marking guidelines for information in hardcopy or electronic form 
 
Note: any of these markings may be used with the additional annotation of "3rd Party 
Confidential". To indicate that DataMentors Confidential information is very sensitive, you may 
opt to label the information with "DataMentors Internal: Registered and Restricted", 
"DataMentors Eyes Only", "DataMentors Confidential" or similar labels at the discretion of your 
individual business unit or department. Once again, this type of DataMentors Confidential 
information need not be marked, but users should be aware that this information is extremely 
sensitive and must be protected as such. 
 
Access:  Only those individuals (DataMentors’ employees and non-employees) designated with 
approved access and signed non-disclosure agreements.  
 
Distribution within DataMentors:  Delivered direct - signature required, envelopes stamped 
confidential, or approved electronic file transmission methods. 
 
Distribution outside of DataMentors internal mail:  Delivered direct - signature required, 
approved private carrier(s). 
 
Electronic distribution:  No restrictions to approved recipients within DataMentors, but all 
“Confidential” information must be strongly encrypted. 
 
Storage:  Individual access controls are very highly recommended for electronic information. 
Physical security is used, and information is always stored on a physically secured computer. 
 
Disposal/Destruction:  Strictly enforced: Outdated paper information is shredded on 
DataMentors’ premises; electronic data is expunged / cleared. Electronic data is reliably erased or 
physically destroyed. 
 
Penalty for deliberate or inadvertent disclosure: 
 Up to and including termination, possible civil and/or criminal prosecution to the full extent of 
the law. 
 

 
4.0  Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment, and civil and/or criminal prosecution to the fullest extent of the law.  
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5.0  Definitions  
 

Appropriate measures 
To minimize risk to DataMentors from an outside business connection, DataMentors computer use by 
competitors and unauthorized personnel is heavily restricted so that, in the event of an attempt to access 
DataMentors’ corporate information, the amount of information at risk is minimized. 
 
Configuration of DataMentors-to-other business connections 
Connections shall be set up to allow other businesses to see only what they need to see. This involves 
setting up both applications and network configurations to allow access to only what is necessary. 
             
Approved Electronic File Transmission Methods 
Includes supported secure FTP clients and Web browsers.  
             
Envelopes Stamped Confidential 
You are not required to use a special envelope. Put your document(s) into a corporate envelope, seal it, 
address it, and stamp it “Confidential”.  
             
Approved Electronic Mail 
Includes all mail systems supported by the Systems & Security Department. These include, but are not 
necessarily limited to Microsoft Exchange and Outlook. If you have a business need to use other mailers, 
contact the Systems & Security Department for authorization to do so.  
             
Approved Encrypted email and files 
Techniques include the use of DES, AES, and PGP. DES and AES encryption are available via many 
different public domain packages on all platforms. PGP use within DataMentors is done with appropriate 
licensing. Please contact the Systems & Security Department if you require a license.  
             
Company Information System Resources 
Company Information System Resources include, but are not limited to, all computers, and their data and 
programs, as well as all paper information and all information at the Internal Use Only level and above.  
             
Expunge 
To reliably erase or expunge data on a PC, DataMentors uses separate programs to overwrite data. 
Otherwise, the PC’s normal erasure routine keeps the data intact until overwritten, and can be retrieved 
using technical methods. 
             
Individual Access Controls 
Individual Access Controls are methods of electronically protecting files from being accessed by people 
other than those specifically designated by the owner. On PCs, this includes, but is not limited to using 
strong passwords.              
 
Insecure Internet Links 
Insecure Internet Links are all network links that originate from a remote location or travel over lines that 
are not totally under the control of DataMentors.  
             
Encryption 
Secure DataMentors Sensitive information in accordance with the Acceptable Encryption Policy. 
International issues regarding encryption are complex. Follow corporate guidelines on export controls on 
cryptography, and consult Systems & Security Department for further guidance.  
             
One Time Password Authentication 
One Time Password Authentication on Internet connections is accomplished by using a one-time password 
token to connect to DataMentors’ internal network over the Internet. Contact the Systems & Security 
Department for more information on how to set this up.  
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Physical Security 
Physical security means either having actual possession of a computer at all times, or locking the computer 
in an unusable state to an object that is immovable. Methods of accomplishing this include having a special 
key to unlock the computer so it can be used, thereby ensuring that the computer cannot simply be rebooted 
to get around the protection. If it is a laptop or other portable computer, never leave it alone in a conference 
room, hotel room or on an airplane seat. Make arrangements to lock the device in a hotel safe, or take it 
with you. In the office, always use a lockdown cable. When leaving the office for the day, secure the laptop 
and any other sensitive material in a locked drawer or cabinet. No information, equipment, or software 
belonging to DataMentors shall be removed from the premises without express authorization from 
executive management. 
                         
Private Link 
A Private Link is an electronic communications path that DataMentors has control over for its entire 
distance. For example, all DataMentors network computers are connected via a private link. If a computer 
with internet access is connected via VPN or RDP to another computer on the network, it has established a 
private link. Connections to employee’s homes are private links established through Virtual Private 
Network(s).                        
 
 
Revision History 
8/21/2005 - Virtual re-write of policy – standardized conflicting or confusing designations and/or marking 
references 
1/18/2008 - Removed references to obsolete software products and corrected vague wording 
8/22/2011 – Rewrite of policy – removed references to modems, strengthened language from “should” to 
“must”, corrected grammar and phrasing, bolded particularly critical passages, and clarified several vague 
phrases and expressions 
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Internet Usage Policy 
 
1.0 Policy Overview 
The DataMentors Internet usage Policy applies to all Internet users (individuals working for DataMentors, 
including permanent full-time and part-time employees, contract workers, temporary agency workers, 
business partners, and vendors) who access the Internet through the computing or networking resources at 
DataMentors. DataMentors’ Internet users are expected to be familiar with and to comply with this policy, 
and are also required to use their common sense and exercise their good judgment while using Internet 
services. 
 
2.0 Usage Threats 
Internet connectivity presents DataMentors with new risks that must be addressed to safeguard the 
company’s vital information assets. These risks include:  

2.1 Inappropriate Use of Resources 
Access to the Internet by personnel that is inconsistent with business needs results in the misuse of 
resources. These activities may adversely affect productivity due to time spent using or "surfing" 
the Internet. Additionally, DataMentors may face damage to reputation and possible legal action 
through other types of misuse. 
2.2 Misleading or False Information 
All information found on the Internet should be considered suspect until confirmed by another 
reliable source. There is no quality control process on the Internet, and a considerable amount of 
its information is outdated or inaccurate. 

3.0 Internet Services 
Access to the Internet will be provided to users to support business activities and only on an as-needed 
basis to perform their jobs and professional roles. 

3.1 Internet Services Allowed 
Internet access is to be used for business purposes only. Capabilities for the following standard 
Internet services will be provided to users as needed:  

3.1.1 E-mail -- Send/receive E-mail messages to/from the Internet (with or without document 
attachments).  
3.1.2 Navigation -- WWW services as necessary for business purposes, using a hypertext 
transfer protocol (HTTP or HTTPS) browser tool. Full access to the Internet; limited access 
from the Internet to dedicated company public web servers only.  
3.1.3 File Transfer Protocol (FTP) -- Send data/files and receive in-bound data/files, as 
necessary for business purposes.  

Management reserves the right to add or delete services as business needs change or conditions warrant. All 
other services will be considered unauthorized access to/from the Internet and will not be allowed. 

3.2 Removal of privileges 
Internet access will be discontinued upon termination of employee, completion of contract, end of 
service of non-employee, or disciplinary action arising from violation of this policy. In the case of 
a change in job function and/or transfer, the original access may be discontinued, and only 
reissued if necessary and a new request for access is approved. 
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4.0 Usage Policies 

4.1 Resource Usage 
Access to the Internet will be provided only if reasonable business needs are identified. Internet 
services will be granted based on an employee’s current job responsibilities. User Internet access 
requirements will be reviewed periodically by company departments to ensure that continuing 
needs exist. 

4.2 Allowed Usage 
Internet usage is granted for the sole purpose of supporting business activities necessary to carry 
out job functions. All users must follow the corporate principles regarding resource usage and 
exercise good judgment in using the Internet. Questions can be addressed to the Systems & 
Security Department.  
Acceptable use of the Internet for performing job functions might include:  

•  Communication between employees and non-employees for business purposes 
•  Review of possible vendor web sites for product information 
•  Reference regulatory or technical information 
•  Research 

 
4.3 Personal Usage 
Using company computer resources to access the Internet for personal purposes, without approval 
from the user’s manager may be considered cause for disciplinary action up to and including 
termination. All users of the Internet should be aware that DataMentors’ network creates an audit 
log reflecting request for service, both in-bound and out-bound addresses, and is periodically 
reviewed. Users who choose to store or transmit personal information such as private keys, credit 
card numbers or certificates or make use of Internet "wallets" do so at their own risk. 
DataMentors is not responsible for any loss of information, such as information stored in the 
wallet, or any consequential loss of personal property 

 
4.4 Prohibited Usage  
Acquisition, storage, and dissemination of data which is illegal, pornographic, or which negatively 
depicts race, sex or creed is specifically prohibited. DataMentors also prohibits the conducting of a 
business enterprise, political activity, engaging in any form of intelligence collection from our 
facilities, engaging in fraudulent activities, or knowingly disseminating false or otherwise libelous 
materials.  
 
Other strictly prohibited actions would include, but not be limited to: 
• Accessing DataMentors information that is not within the scope of one’s work. This includes 

unauthorized reading of customer account information, unauthorized access of personnel file 
information, and accessing information that is not needed for the proper execution of job 
functions.  

• Misusing, disclosing without proper authorization, or altering customer or personnel 
information. This includes making unauthorized changes to a personnel file or sharing 
electronic customer or personnel data with unauthorized personnel.  

• Deliberate pointing or hyper-linking of DataMentors’ websites to other Internet sites whose 
content may be inconsistent with or in violation of the aims or policies of the company.  

• Any conduct that would constitute or encourage a criminal offense, lead to civil liability, or 
otherwise violate any regulations, local, state, national or international law including without 
limitations US export control laws and regulations.  

• Use, transmission, duplication, or voluntary receipt of material that infringes on the 
copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, or patent rights of any person or organization. Assume 
that all materials on the Internet are copyright and/or patented unless specific notices state 
otherwise.  

• Transmission of any proprietary, confidential, or otherwise sensitive information without the 
proper controls.  
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• Creation, posting, transmission, or voluntary receipt of any unlawful, offensive, libelous, 
threatening, harassing material, including but not limited to comments based on race, national 
origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, or political beliefs.  

• Any form of gambling. 
Unless specifically authorized under the provisions of section 4.3, the following activities are also 
strictly prohibited:  

• Unauthorized downloading of any shareware programs or files for use without authorization 
in advance from the Systems & Security Department and the user’s manager.  

• Any ordering (shopping) of items or services on the Internet.  
• Playing of any games.  
• Forwarding of chain letters.  
• Participation in any on-line contest or promotion.  
• Acceptance of promotional gifts. 
 

Bandwidth both within the company and in connecting to the Internet is a shared, finite resource. Users 
must make reasonable efforts to use this resource in ways that do not negatively affect other employees. 
Specific departments may set guidelines on bandwidth use and resource allocation, and may ban the 
downloading of particular file types. 
 
If you have any questions about Prohibited Usage, contact the Systems & Security Department  
 

4.5 Software Licenses 
DataMentors strongly supports strict adherence to software vendors’ license agreements. When at 
work, or when DataMentors’ computing or networking resources are employed, copying of 
software in a manner not consistent with the vendor’s license is strictly forbidden. Questions 
regarding lawful versus unlawful copying should be referred to the Systems & Security 
Department for review or to request a ruling from the Executive Management before any copying 
is done.  

 
Similarly, reproduction of materials available over the Internet must be done only with the written 
permission of the author or owner of the document. Unless permission from the copyright 
owner(s) is first obtained, making copies of material from magazines, journals, newsletters, other 
publications and online documents is forbidden unless this is both reasonable and customary. This 
notion of "fair use" is in keeping with international copyright laws. Using company computer 
resources to access the Internet for personal purposes, without approval from the user’s manager 
and the Systems & Security department, may be considered cause for disciplinary action up to and 
including termination. 
 
4.6 Review of Public Information 
All publicly-writeable directories on Internet-connected computers will be reviewed and cleared 
each evening. This process is necessary to prevent the anonymous exchange of information 
inconsistent with company business. Examples of unauthorized public information include pirated 
information, passwords, credit card numbers, and pornography. 
 
4.7 Expectation of Privacy 
Users should consider their Internet activities as periodically monitored and limit their activities 
accordingly. Management reserves the right to examine email, personal file directories, web 
access, and other information stored on company computers, at any time and without notice. This 
examination ensures compliance with internal policies and assists with the management of 
company information systems.  
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4.8 Email Confidentiality  
Users should be aware that clear text email is not a confidential means of communication. 
DataMentors cannot guarantee that electronic communications will be private. Employees should 
be aware that electronic communications can, depending on the technology, be forwarded, 
intercepted, printed, and stored by others. Users should also be aware that once an email is 
transmitted it may be altered. Deleting an email from an individual workstation will not eliminate 
it from the various systems across which it has been transmitted.  
 
4.9 Maintaining the Corporate Image  

Representation  
When using DataMentors’ resources to access and use the Internet, users must realize 
they represent the company. Whenever employees state an affiliation to the company, 
they must also clearly indicate that "the opinions expressed are my own and not 
necessarily those of the company". Questions may be addressed to the Systems & 
Security Department.  

 
Company Materials  
Users must not place company material (examples: internal memos, press releases, 
product or usage information, documentation, etc.) on any mailing list, public news 
group, or such service. Any posting of materials must be approved by the employee’s 
manager and will be placed by an authorized individual.  

 
Creating Web Sites  
All individuals wishing to establish a home page or site must first develop business, 
implementation, and maintenance plans. Formal authorization must be obtained through 
the Systems & Security Department. This will maintain publishing and content standards 
needed to ensure consistency and appropriateness. In addition, contents of the material 
made available to the public through the Internet must be formally reviewed and 
approved before being published. All material should be submitted to the Systems & 
Security department for initial approval to continue. All company pages are owned by, 
and are the ultimate responsibility of, the DataMentors. All company web sites must be 
protected from unwanted intrusion through formal security measures which can be 
obtained from the Systems & Security department.  

 
4.10 Periodic Reviews 

Usage Compliance Reviews  
To ensure compliance with this policy, periodic reviews will be conducted. These 
reviews will include testing the degree of compliance with usage policies.  
 
Policy Maintenance Reviews  
Periodic reviews will be conducted to ensure the appropriateness and the effectiveness of 
usage policies. These reviews may result in the modification, addition, or deletion of 
usage policies to better suit company information needs.   

 

5.0 Points of Contact 
 
If you need assistance regarding the topics related to Internet usage, contact the Systems & Security 
Department for additional assistance 

6.0 Revision History 
11/11/2011 – Policy added to manual 
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Internet Usage Policy Acknowledgement Form 

 
After reading this policy, please sign this coverage form and submit it to DataMentors’ HR department. 
 
By signing below, the individual granted Internet access through company computing resources hereby 
acknowledges receipt of and compliance with the Internet Usage Policy. Furthermore, the undersigned also 
acknowledges that he/she has read and understands this policy before signing this form. 
 
Internet access will not be granted until this acknowledgment form is signed by the individual’s manager. 
After completion, the form is filed in the individual’s human resources file (for permanent employees), or 
in a folder specifically dedicated to Internet access (for contract workers, etc.), and maintained by the IT 
department. These acknowledgment forms are subject to internal audit. 
 
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
 
I have read the Internet Usage Policy. I understand the contents, and I agree to comply with the said 
Policy. 
 
 
 

Name  
 
Signature ______________________________Date __________________ 
 
Manager/Supervisor Signature ___________________Date ___________ 

Consequences of Violations 
 
Violations of the Internet usage Policy will be documented and can lead to revocation of system 
privileges and/or disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
 
Additionally, DataMentors may at its discretion seek legal remedies for damages incurred as a result of any 
violation. The company may also be required by law to report certain illegal activities to the proper 
enforcement agencies. 
 
Before access to the Internet via company network is approved, the potential Internet user is required to 
read this Internet usage Policy and sign an acknowledgment form (located on the last page of this 
document). The signed acknowledgment form should be turned in and will be kept on file at the facility 
granting the access. For questions on the Internet usage Policy, contact the Systems & Security 
Department. 
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Internet Use Monitoring and Filtering Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is to define standards for systems that monitor and limit web use from any host 
within DataMentors' network. These standards are designed to ensure employees use the Internet in a safe 
and responsible manner, and ensure that employee web use can be monitored or researched during an 
incident. 
               
2.0 Scope  
This policy applies to all DataMentors employees, contractors, vendors and agents with a DataMentors-
owned or personally-owned computer or workstation connected to the DataMentors network.  
This policy applies to all end user initiated communications between DataMentors’ network and the 
Internet, including web browsing, instant messaging, file transfer, file sharing, and other standard and 
proprietary protocols.   Server-to-Server communications, such as SMTP traffic, backups, automated data 
transfers or database communications are excluded from this policy. 
               
3.0 Policy  

3.1 Web Site Monitoring 
The Systems & Security Department monitors Internet use from all computers and devices 
connected to the corporate network.  For all traffic the monitoring system records the source IP 
address, the date, the time, the protocol, and the destination site or server.  Where possible, the 
system records the user ID of the person or account initiating the traffic. Internet use records are 
preserved for at least 180 days. 

 
3.2 Access to Web Site Monitoring Reports 
General trending and activity reports will be made available to any authorized employee as needed 
upon request to the Systems & Security Department. Management members may access all reports 
and data as necessary to respond to security incidents. Internet use reports that identify specific 
users, sites, teams, or devices will only be made available to associates outside of management 
personnel upon written or email request to the Systems & Security Department. 

 
3.3 Internet Use Filtering System 
The Systems & Security Department may block access to Internet websites and protocols that are 
deemed inappropriate for DataMentors’ corporate environment.  The following protocols and 
categories of websites may be blocked: 

• Adult/Sexually Explicit Material 
• Advertisements & Pop-Ups  
• Chat and Instant Messaging 
• Gambling 
• Hacking 
• Illegal Drugs 
• Peer to Peer File Sharing 
• Social Network Services 
• SPAM, Phishing and Fraud 
• Spyware 
• Tasteless and Offensive Content 
• Violence, Intolerance and Hate 
• Web Based Email 

 
3.4 Internet Use Filtering Rule Changes 
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The Systems & Security Department will periodically review and recommend changes to web and 
protocol filtering rules.  Senior management will review these recommendations and decide if any 
changes are to be made.  Changes to web and protocol filtering rules will be recorded as revisions 
in the Internet Use Monitoring and Filtering Policy.   

 
3.5 Internet Use Filtering Exceptions 
If a site has been blocked, but is incorrectly categorized, employees may request the site be un-
blocked by submitting a ticket to the Systems & Security Department. A member of that 
department will review the request and unblock the site if it has been improperly categorized.   

 
Employees may access blocked sites with permission if appropriate and necessary for business purposes.  If 
an employee needs access to a site that has been blocked and appropriately categorized, they must submit a 
request to the Systems & Security Department. If approved, Systems & Security will unblock that site or 
category for that employee only.  Systems & Security will track approved exceptions and report on them to 
management upon request.   
 
4.0 Enforcement  
Management will periodically review Internet use monitoring and filtering systems and processes to ensure 
they are in compliance with this policy.  Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to 
disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment.    
 
5.0 Definitions  
Internet Filtering – Using technology that monitors each instance of communication between devices on the 
corporate network and the Internet and blocks traffic that matches specific rules. 
 
User ID – User name or other identifier used when an associate logs into the corporate network. 
 
IP address – Unique network address assigned to each device to allow it to communicate with other devices 
on the network or Internet.  
 
SMTP – Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.  The Internet Protocol that facilitates the exchange of mail 
messages between Internet mail servers. 
 
Peer to Peer File Sharing – Services or protocols such as BitTorrent and Kazaa that allow Internet 
connected hosts to make files available to or download files from other hosts. 
 
Social Networking Services – Internet sites such as Myspace and Facebook that allow users to post content, 
chat, and interact in online communities. 
 
SPAM – Unsolicited Internet Email.  SPAM sites are websites that send unsolicited Internet mail messages. 
 
Phishing – attempting to fraudulently acquire sensitive information by masquerading as a trusted entity in 
an electronic communication. 
 
Hacking – Breaking or subverting computer security controls. 
 
 
6.0 Revision History 
9/7/2012 – Policy written 
9/25/2012 – Policy added to manual 
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                                                   Media Disposition Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose 
This document provides specific guidance on methods, processes and procedures to ensure that no data 
remains on storage devices that are to be permanently removed from DataMentors’ systems. This device 
designation would include any storage media containing data that has reached the end of its specified 
retention period, or data that is otherwise been classified at end-of-life.  
 
2.0 Methods Used for Media Sanitization and Clearing of Data 
 

Disposition 
Storage devices may be scheduled for reuse, repair, replacement, or removal from service for a 
variety of reasons and disposed of in various ways as described below.  
 
Overwriting  
This is the process of replacing information (data) with meaningless data in such a way that 
information cannot be recovered from a device. DataMentors’ Systems & Security Department 
performs the overwriting procedure, and they possess tools that are effective enough to certify that 
the process has been completed successfully.  

For entire hard disks, DataMentors currently uses Active@KillDisk – an extremely powerful 
application that facilitates the destruction of data on storage devices completely. This eliminates 
any possibility that deleted files, folders, or data can be recovered from the storage device. 

Active@ KillDisk functions by communicating with the system board’s Basic Input-Output 
Subsystem (BIOS) processes to access hardware directly. It uses Logical Block Addressing (LBA) 
access if necessary to clean FAT32 drives that are more than 8 GB in size. To erase data, it 
overwrites all addressable locations on the drive with zeros and ones. Active@ KillDisk can use 
several different methods for data destruction. For example, using the US DOD 5220.22-M security 
standard compliant method, it overwrites all addressable storage and indexing locations on the 
drive three times with zeros (0x00), complement (0xFF) and random characters. It then verifies all 
writing procedures, and produces a log report. This complies with that governmental security 
standard, including the disposal of data classified as TOP SECRET. Active@KillDisk’s WIPE and 
KILL functions support 17 security standards from various countries such as USA, Canada, 
Germany and others. Once Active@ KillDisk has been used on any storage device, sensitive data is 
effectively purged forever. The US DOD 5220.22-M security standard compliant method must 
always be used to permanently destroy data on devices that hold “DataMentors Confidential” 
and “Client Confidential” information. 

For sets of or individual files and/or folders, DataMentors uses a product called Eraser. 

Degaussing 
Degaussing is the procedure that reduces the magnetic flux of a medium to virtual zero by 
applying a reverse magnetic field to it. Properly applied, degaussing renders any previously stored 
data on magnetic media unreadable. It should be used as a last resort, as it renders hard drives 
totally unusable. 
DataMentors does not currently perform degaussing procedures as a method of sanitizing media. 
It is included here only as a reference on media sanitization methods. 
 
Destruction  
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Destruction is precisely that – physical destruction of a device. It is the process of physically 
damaging a medium so completely that it is not usable in any computer, and so that no known 
exploitation method can retrieve data from it. Destruction of hard drives is performed for 
DataMentors by Archive Corporation. Archive Corporation is one of the only public sector 
records management and storage facilities in the Southeastern Region. They provide safe and 
reliable service to Government Agencies, Federal contractors, and Fortune 500 companies, as well 
as the small companies that have become the backbone of the archival data storage industry. 
 
Shredding 
Archive Corporation shreds retired hard drives to eliminate the possibility of any data ever being 
recovered. Hard drives will progress through this process using the highest level of security as it 
passes from the DataMentors to the shredder. 
 
Clearing data (simple deletion of files) 
This process simply removes information from storage media in a manner that renders it 
unreadable unless special utility software or techniques are used to recover the cleared data. 
However, because the clearing process does not prevent data from being recovered by technical 
means, it is not an acceptable method of sanitizing DataMentors’ controlled storage media. It is 
not used for end-of-life data destruction and/or retirement of storage devices. 
 
Client-owned devices 
Operable devices that will be reused must be overwritten in accordance with the procedures in the 
Overwriting section above, prior to transfer. If the operable devices are to be removed from 
service completely for any reason, they will be destroyed. If the device is inoperable and/or has 
reached the end of its useful life, it will be destroyed.  

Computer File Sanitization – Unrecoverable file deletion 
File sanitization involves securely removing specific files from a computer while generally leaving 
the operating system and supporting programs in place. Microsoft does not provide specific secure 
file deletion programs as part of the OS. DataMentors uses sanitization software that deletes files 
in such a way that data cannot be recovered by any means. This software conforms to the 
following standards: 
 
US Department of Defense clearing and sanitizing standard DoD 5220.22-M 
German VSITR 
Russian GOST p50739-95 
 
Should circumstances occur that require data being destroyed without the possibility of future 
recovery, a Data Erasure Report must be filled out before the procedure takes place. Files to be 
erased will be queued for one week, and then destroyed in the presence of a Systems & Security 
Department member. Both the person doing the deletion and the Systems & Security Department 
member  must sign off on a completed Data Erasure Report – the person executing the process 
will sign off as the “Data Erasure Technician”, and the Systems & Security Department member 
will sign off as the “Security Department Witness”. One copy of the form will remain with 
Systems & Security, and any client involved will receive the original. 
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4.0 Definitions 
Device - a computer storage device is any type of hardware that stores data. The most common type of 
storage device, which nearly all computers have, is a hard drive. The computer’s primary hard drive stores 
the operating system, applications, and files and folders for users of the computer. While the hard drive is 
the most ubiquitous of all storage devices, several other types are common as well. Flash memory devices, 
such as USB thumb drives, are also popularly used to store data in a small, mobile format. External hard 
drives that connect via Firewire and USB are also common. These types of drives are often used for 
backing up internal hard drives, storing video or photo libraries, or for simply adding extra storage. Finally, 
tape drives are another type of storage, typically used for backing up large amounts of data. 

 
 
 
4.0 Revision History 
8/3/2011 – Added Archive Corporation reference 
8/19/2011 – Virtual re-write of the policy. Added specific references to tools used, specifications, and 
outside vendor(s). 
8/25/2011 – Added clarification specifying that end-of-life data must be permanently destroyed using best 
practices procedures. 
8/25/2011 – Added clarification that “DataMentors Confidential” and “Client Confidential” are among 
classifications of data that must be permanently destroyed by overwriting all addressable storage and 
indexing locations using three passes of the Active@KillDisk  data destruction application. 
8/2/2012 – Added Computer File Sanitization section. 
9/25/2014 – Added reference to Eraser for files 
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Data Erasure Report 
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Mobile Device Encryption Policy 
 
 
1.0 Purpose  
This document describes the requirements for encrypting data at rest on DataMentors mobile devices. 
 
2.0 Scope  
This policy applies to any mobile device issued by DataMentors or used for DataMentors business which 
contains stored data owned by DataMentors. 
 
3.0 Policy  
All mobile devices containing stored data owned by DataMentors must use an approved method of 
encryption to protect data at rest.  Mobile devices are defined to include laptops, PDAs, and cell phones. 
 
Users are expressly forbidden from storing DataMentors data on devices that are not issued by 
DataMentors, such as storing DataMentors email on a personal cell phone or NetBook. 
 

3.1 Laptops 
Laptops must employ full disk encryption with an approved software encryption package.  No 
DataMentors data may exist on a laptop in clear text. 
 
3.2 Smart Phones and Cell phones 
Any DataMentors data stored on a cell phone or SmartPhone must be saved to an encrypted file 
system using DataMentors-approved software.  DataMentors shall also employ remote wipe 
technology to remotely disable and delete any data stored on a DataMentors owned SmartPhone or 
cell phone which is reported lost or stolen. 
 
3.3 Keys 
All keys used for encryption and decryption must meet complexity requirements described in 
DataMentors’ Encryption Policy. 
 
3.4 Loss and Theft 
The loss or theft of any mobile device containing DataMentors data must be reported to the 
Systems & Security Department immediately. 

 
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
5.0 Definitions 
Clear text Unencrypted data 
Full disk encryption Technique that encrypts an entire hard drive, including operating system 

and data 
Key Phrase used to encrypt or decrypt data 
Remote wipe Software that remotely deletes data stored on a mobile device. 
 
6.0 Revision History 
11/9/2011 – Policy added to manual 
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Network Documentation Policy 

Overview 
This network documentation policy is an internal DataMentors policy and defines the requirements for 
network documentation. This policy defines the level of network documentation required such as 
documentation of which switch ports connect to what rooms and computers. It defines who will have 
access to read network documentation and who will have access to change it. It also defines who will be 
notified when changes are made to the network.  

Purpose 
This policy is designed to provide for network stability by ensuring that network documentation is 
complete and current. This policy complements disaster management and recovery by ensuring that 
documentation is available in the event that systems should need to be rebuilt. This policy will help reduce 
troubleshooting time by ensuring that appropriate personnel are notified when changes are made to the 
network.  

Documentation 
The network structure and configuration shall be documented and provide the following information:  

1. IP addresses of all devices on the network with static IP addresses.  
2. Server documentation on all servers as outlined in the "Server Documentation" document.  
3. Network drawings showing:  

a) The locations and IP addresses of all switches, routers, and firewalls on the network.  
b) The various security zones on the network and devices that control access between them.  
c) The locations of every network drop and the associated switch and port on the switch 

supplying that connection.  
d) The interrelationship between all network devices showing lines running between the 

network devices.  
e) All subnets on the network and their relationships including the range of IP addresses on 

all subnets and subnet mask information.  
f) All wide area network (WAN) or metropolitan area network (MAN) information 

including network devices connecting them and IP addresses of connecting devices.  

4. Configuration information on all network devices including:  

a) Switches  
b) Routers  
c) Firewalls  

5. Configuration includes but is not limited to:  

a) IP Address  
b) Subnet mask  
c) Default gateway  
d) DNS server IP addresses for primary and secondary DNS servers.  
e) Any relevant WINS server information. 
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6. Network connection information including:  

a) Type of connection to the internet or other WAN/MAN including cable, T1, or fiber.  
b) Provider of internet/WAN/MAN connection and contact information for sales and 

support.  
c) Configuration information including subnet mask, network ID, and gateway.  
d) Physical location of where the cabling enters the building and circuit number.  

7. DHCP server settings showing:  

a) Range of IP addresses assigned by all DHCP servers on all subnets.  
b) Subnet mask, default gateway, DNS server settings, WINS server settings assigned by all 

DHCP servers on all subnets.  
c) Lease duration time.  

8. System Capacity Monitoring –  
DataMentors monitors all components and modules of its network systems continually, on a 
24/7/365 basis, including: 

a) The firewalls monitor traffic and  load for both ISPs used by DataMentors 
b) VMWare monitors the health of all virtual servers, including CPU usage, memory, and 

I/O, and issues email to administrators if any metric is exceeded 
c) A GFI tool monitors all events on Windows servers, and sends email to administrators if 

any pre-selected event occurs. These are classified by severity 
d) DataMentors has written several proprietary tools that monitor overall storage for disk 

space 
e) DataMentors’ Dell storage arrays monitor their own health, including storage space. If 

any problem arises, not only do they email administrators, but they also “phone home”, 
meaning that they contact Dell engineers, advising them that there is a problem, and the 
exact nature of it  

 

Access 
The Systems & Security department staff have full access to all network documentation. The Systems & 
Security staff shall have the ability to read and modify network documentation. Designated enterprise 
security staff shall have access to read and change network documentation but those not designated with 
change access cannot change it.  

Change Notification 
The application developer staff, sales staff, and administrative staff shall be notified when network changes 
are made including: 

1. Reboot of a network device including switches, routers, and firewalls.  
2. Changes of rules or configuration of a network device including switches, routers, and firewalls.  
3. Upgrades to any software on any network device.  
4. Additions of any software on any network device.  
5. Changes to any servers which perform significant network functions whether configuration or 

upgrade changes are made. These servers include:  

a) DHCP  
b) DNS  
c) Domain controllers  
d) WINS  
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Documentation Review 
The Systems & Security department ensures that network documentation is kept current by performing a 
monthly review of documentation or designating a staff member to perform a review. The remedy requests 
within the last month should be reviewed to help determine whether any network changes were made. Also 
any current or completed projects affecting network settings are reviewed to determine whether there were 
any network changes made to support the project.  

Storage Locations 
Network documentation is kept either in written form or electronic form in a minimum of two places. It is 
kept in two facilities at least two miles apart so that if one facility is destroyed, information from the other 
facility may be used to help reconstruct the IT infrastructure. Information in both facilities is updated 
monthly at the time of the documentation review.  

Revision History 
2/20/2007 – Corrected wording in Documentation Review and Storage Locations sections 
11/1/2011 – Corrected obsolete phrasing and typos 
12/20/2013 – Added system capacity monitoring section 
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New Hire Policy & Procedures 
 
1.0 Overview 
DataMentors is committed to hiring the most qualified applicants into new or vacant staff positions and 
adhering to the guidelines established by the U. S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission on 
selection and employment. DataMentors is an equal opportunity employer and it is the objective of 
DataMentors to recruit, hire and promote qualified applicants into vacant positions without regard to race, 
gender, national origin, religion, color, creed, age, disability or veteran’s status. All decisions regarding 
employment are based on an individual’s qualification as they relate to a specific job vacancy. 
 
To adhere to this policy, DataMentors’ HR department or hiring manager are responsible for ensuring that 
applicants are considered for positions based on their qualifications through advertisements, interviews 
and verifying an applicant’s education, experience, and skills through reference checks, verification of 
their academic credentials and licenses (if applicable). Managers and staff who have responsibility for 
selecting a new hire to fill a staff job vacancy must comply with the policy and procedures described in 
this document. 
 
2.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for the employment process and to assure that the 
recruitment    and selection processes are consistent, and identify the best qualified employees for 
DataMentors.. 
 
3.0 New Hire Procedures 

• Determine the need for a new or replacement position. 
• Meet with HR to develop key requirements in the candidate. 
• Develop job description. 
• Determine salary. 
• Notify staff that position is posted – encourage internal candidates to apply. 
• Interview internal candidates. 
• Hire from within or outsource to recruiter/online posting/company website posting. 
• Screen resumes/cover letters against criteria. 
• Schedule interviews – telephone first - to determine qualifications. 
• Interviews in office – collect resume and employment application/discuss 

position/culture/knowledge. 
• Give candidate copy of job description. 
• Schedule second interviews/assess candidates. 
• Check references. 
• Obtain final approval from senior management. 
• Make verbal offer to determine interest/conduct informal negotiation. 
• Send written offer, including permission form for background check stating that offer is 

contingent upon certain checks and signing of Confidentiality Agreement, and start date. 
• Candidate signs and returns offer letter and background check form. 
• Background check is ordered. 
• Schedule new employee’s start date. 
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4.0 Background Check Procedure 
• Applicant applies for an open position/interview rounds/hire/reject. 
• At time of offer, applicant must complete the Kroll background check authorization form. 
• Background checks for County and State criminal records are ordered. 
• 2-3 day working day wait for return. 
• Upon notification of completion by Kroll, background check is reviewed by HR and 

DataMentors management team. 
• If no conviction records are found, the new hire is notified of his/her start date. 
• If the background check reveals a falsification in the application material, such as omission of a 

conviction by the applicant, the offer of employment will be revoked and the individual will not 
be hired. 

• If any type of reported conviction is found, the applicant is called to discuss and explain the 
circumstances surrounding the event or we send a letter to the candidate of the results of the 
background check, along with a copy of the background check report.  If any offense, other than 
what is noted in #6 below, is found, then the potential hire is given a chance to explain what the 
infraction was - how/when/why.  At that time the management team makes a decision whether to 
hire the candidate or not. 

• If any type of felony/misdemeanor for a relevant charge (fraud, ID theft, etc.) is found, that 
person is not hired and is notified of same. 

• DataMentors will inform the candidate of this decision either by letter through the U.S. Postal 
Service or via email. The letter will state the conditional offer of employment has been 
withdrawn, the report from Kroll may have influenced the decision, and to contact Kroll if the 
candidate wishes to dispute the contents of the report. 
 

5.0 New Employee Activation Checklist 
 

 
6.0 Hiring Exceptions 
An applicant can be disqualified from employment with DataMentors if he or she does not meet the 
minimum requirements of the position, makes a false statement on the application form or during the 
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interview process, has committed fraud during the application or selection process, or is not legally permitted 
to hold the position. 
 
7.0 Revision History 
2/25/2014 – Policy written 
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Operational Change Management Policy 
 
1.0 Policy 
This policy describes the responsibilities, policies, and procedures to be followed when making changes or 
recording events to the DataMentors IT infrastructure. 
 
2.0 Mission Statement 
The Systems & Security Department is tasked with providing a stable and reliable IT infrastructure for 
DataMentors. The purpose of this Change Management process is to minimize service disruptions to our 
computing environment and promote system availability. 
 
3.0 Policy 
The Systems & Security Department is responsible for maintaining and updating this Change Management 
Policy/Procedure.  
 
Relevant Definitions 

1) Change - to transform, alter, or modify the operating environment or standard operating 
procedures; any modification that could have a potential and/or significant impact on the 
stability and reliability of the infrastructure and impacts conducting normal business 
operation; any interruption in building environments (i.e., electrical outages) that may cause 
disruption to the IT infrastructure. 

 
2) Event - any activity outside of the normal operating procedures that could have a potential 

and/or significant impact on the stability and reliability of the infrastructure, i.e. a request to 
keep a system up during a normal shutdown period.   

 
3) Change and Event will be used interchangeably throughout this document. 

 
4) Change Request - the official notification of the change/event submitted using the Change 

Request procedure 
 
4.0 Purpose 
The Change Management Process is designed to provide an orderly method in which changes to the IT 
environment are requested and approved prior to the installation or implementation.  The purpose is not to 
question the rationale of a change, but to ensure that all elements are in place, all parties are notified in 
advance, and the schedule for implementation is coordinated with all other activities within the 
organization.  
 
5.0 Scope 
Change Management provides a process to apply changes, upgrades, or modifications to the IT 
environment. This covers any and all changes to the hardware, software or applications.  This process also 
includes modifications, additions or changes to the LAN/WAN, Network or Server hardware or software, 
and any other environmental issues. The process is for any change that might affect one or all of the 
environments DataMentors relies on to conduct normal business operations.  It also includes any event that 
may alter normal operating procedures.  
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Changes to the IT environment may arise from many circumstances, including: 
 

1) Periodic maintenance 
2) User requests 
3) Hardware and/or software upgrades 
4) Acquisition of new hardware and/or software 
5) Changes or modifications to the infrastructure 
6) Environmental changes 
7) Operations schedule changes 
8) Changes in hours of availability 
9) Unforeseen events 

 
The above list is not all-inclusive.  If you are unsure if a change needs to be submitted through the Change 
Management process, you should contact the Systems & Security Department. 
 
Submission of a Change Request 
 

1) The requester must submit a Change Request via email. 
 

2) The Change Request must include enough detail so that all involved areas know the relative 
impact of the change and how it may affect other areas.  

 
3) The Change Request Form shall be submitted directly through email to the Systems & 

Security Department.  
 

4) Change Requests can be submitted up to 3 months prior to the change to be made. 
 

5) If a change is submitted and is in conflict with a previously scheduled change, the change will 
not be posted, and the Systems & Security Department will notify the parties of the conflict. 
The first requested change will remain posted until the parties notify the Systems & Security 
Department of the resolution in writing, preferably by email. 

 
6) If the parties cannot reach an agreement, the issue shall be elevated to the CEO for resolution, 

and again the resolution is to be submitted to the Systems & Security Department. 
 
Updating, Correcting, or Withdrawing a Change Request 
Once a Change Request has been submitted and a situation arises that the request must be updated, 
corrected, or withdrawn, an email is to be sent to the Systems & Security Department ASAP requesting the 
change submission be deleted.  A new Change Request must be submitted to the Systems & Security 
Department for updates or corrections.  An exception to this requirement may be a minor correction in the 
content of the previously submitted request.  If there is a question as to whether or not a new request should 
be submitted, please contact the Systems & Security Department. 
 
Emergencies 
Emergencies only exist under the following conditions: 

1) a client job process is completely out of service  
2) there is a severe degradation of service needing immediate action  
3) a system/application/component is inoperable, and the failure causes a negative impact 
4) a response to a natural disaster 
5) a response to an emergency business need 
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All emergencies are handled on an as-required basis with the approval of the Systems & Security 
Department and must follow the guidelines below:  

1) Send an emergency approved Change Request to the Systems & Security Department, either 
before or immediately after the change occurs 

2) The emergency change notification shall include at a minimum the following information: 
 

a. Will the change cause an interruption in service? 
b. What additional clients may be affected (in the event a change is needed to fix an outage) 

and who needs to be notified? 
c. What is the possible work around until the problem is resolved? 
d. What is the approximate length of the outage? 
e. Notification of resolution. 

 
3) Emergencies after normal business hours, on the weekend or holidays, will be resolved 

immediately and reported to Systems & Security (if network related).  A completed Change 
Request must be submitted through the regular reporting process on the first work day 
immediately following the day the emergency change was made.  

 
4) The Systems & Security Department will review all emergency submissions to ensure the change 

met the criteria for an “emergency change” and to prevent the process from becoming normal 
practice to circumvent the Change Management Process.   

 
6.0 Responsibilities 
 
Systems & Security Department 
The Systems & Security Department will direct the Change Management Process. 

 
The Systems & Security Department responsibilities include the following tasks: 

1) Analyze and evaluate a Change Request as it relates to the impact on the DataMentors 
infrastructure. 

2) Approve or deny the change schedule in accordance with the DataMentors Change Management 
Policy, and report any deviations. 

3) Coordinate the changes/events. 
4) Notify parties of conflicts needing resolution. 
5) Post the change schedule. 
6) Send out notifications of any emergency changes in the event the new schedule has already been 

posted for that week. 
 

Change Requester 
It is the primary responsibility of the individual submitting a request to evaluate the change prior to 
submission.   

 
The Change Requester’s responsibilities include the following tasks: 

 
1) Verify that all equipment, software, hardware, and updates are available. 
2) Research the requirements to achieve a successful change (required patches and stability of 

upgrade).  
3) Evaluate the impact to the system/network and to the clients. 
4) Coordinate a fallback plan. This should explain the steps that must be taken to restore access in the 

event that the change has a negative impact.   
5) Develop a plan of action to reduce the risk to an acceptable level.   
6) Develop a plan of action to lessen the effects on the client if the change should cause an outage.  
7) Complete any internal checklist that may be required. 
8) Submit a complete, concise, and descriptive Change Request via email.  
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Change Requests not completed properly will be rejected and returned to the Requester with an 
explanation for denial. Once the request is approved: 

 
1) Ensure that clients are aware of any possible impact. 
2) Coordinate proper on-site or on-call support as needed to resolve any problems or answer any 

questions that may occur during installation, or immediately subsequent to installation.   
3) Contact names and numbers should be available to support staff to obtain additional or outside 

support. 
4) Report unplanned outages or problems immediately. 
5) Provide a status update in the “Change Results” section of the Change Request in an email  upon 

completion of the requested change. The completed request must provide an update on the success 
or failure of the change in detail. 

  
7.0 Unplanned Outages 
All unplanned outages shall be reported to the Systems & Security Department immediately. For any major 
outages, an Outage Review report will be available within 36 hours of the resolved outage.  The Outage 
Review will include such information as the type of outage, down time, clients affected, and resolution.  All 
DataMentors employees are encouraged to provide accurate details of the problem and resolution. 
Cooperation and participation is required from all levels of management and staff to facilitate generating 
this report. 
 
 
A Guideline for an Internal Checklist  
 

1) All equipment, software, hardware, and updates are available. 
2) Requirements to achieve a successful change (required patches and stability of upgrade) have been 

researched. 
3) The impact to the system/network and to the customers has been evaluated. 
4) Fallback plan is coordinated.  This plan explains the steps that must be taken to restore access in 

the event that the change has a negative impact.   
5) Plan of action to reduce the risk to an acceptable level has been completed.   
6) Plan of action to lessen the affects on clients if the change should cause an outage is completed. 
7) Change Request in PSA is complete, concise, includes a detailed description, and is submitted on 

time. 
8) If approved, clients have been notified of any possible impact. 
9) On-site or on-call support as needed to resolve any problems or answer any questions that may 

occur during installation, or immediately subsequent to installation has been coordinated.  Contact 
names and numbers have been made available to support staff to obtain additional or outside 
support. 

10) Any unplanned outages have been reported. 
11) A status update in the “Change Results” section of the Change Request in email has been 

completed and submitted.  
 
8.0 Urgency of Change Classification 

Emergency – Priority 1 
The problem requires immediate attention where either system failure or mission essential 
requirements are not available and no work around exists. This problem can apply to the system 
as a whole or to a particular site if system access is lost. This type of Change Request will receive 
an immediate initial analysis; however, the initial analysis is not mandatory for approval. The 
corrective action is implemented as soon as the fix is available regardless of change management 
schedule, however appropriate organizational reviews and approvals must be submitted to change 
management as soon as possible. Resolving and implementing a fix to a Priority 1 problem is 
worked until completed. 
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High/Urgent – Priority 2 
The problem is of an urgent nature and can justify an out-of-cycle change. This priority is used for 
problems that meet the Priority 1 requirements, except that a work around exists, or performance 
degradation for which no temporary work-around is available however delay would not cause 
adverse mission impact beyond that of inconvenience. These changes must still be controlled, 
tested and approved prior to implementation on a production system.  
Medium – Priority 3 
Routine Change Requests are judged less operationally important than Priority 2 or the time frame 
is not critical for implementation. This priority may be used for important 
software/hardware/network maintenance issues such as version upgrades, utility software, etc. 
This priority may be used to improve very difficult or awkward implementations for heavily used 
subsystems on a selective basis. This priority may be used for development activity or new 
requirements providing that the activity cannot be accomplished with the lower priority. These 
problems are resolved and implemented in the next scheduled change cycle. 
Low – Priority 4 
This priority is intended primarily for new requirements and for fixing capabilities that are 
currently operational but are difficult or awkward to use. It applies also to non-standard 
implementations, and other assorted irritants.  

 
9.0 Types of Changes 
The following are examples of candidates for Change Management.   This list is not all-inclusive.  If you 
have doubts on whether your change should be requested through the Change Management process, contact 
the Systems & Security Department. 

Computing Systems Hardware 
Hardware changes, additions, deletions, re-configurations, re-locations, preventive, or emergency 
maintenance.  
Computing Systems Software 
Program or OS hotfixes, product releases, versions, I/O and Network Control Programs (NCP), 
table changes, tuning, alterations to libraries, catalogs, monitors, traps, or changes to priority 
mechanisms, job classes, print classes.  
Environmental 
Power, UPS systems, generators, air conditioning, electrical work, facility maintenance, security 
systems, fire control systems.  
Network Systems 
Additions, modifications, deletions to lines, switches, routers, network access, controllers, servers, 
protocol converters. Software components either distributed or centralized, router software, 
printing routines, servers.  
Applications and Information Systems 
Implementation of new applications, volume changes, new systems, new releases, or 
modifications. Migration from test to production of source code.  
Operating procedures 
Changes in equipment downtime schedules, planned system outages, changes in delivering 
services, or changes to service levels. 
Workstations 
Changes in hours of availability, hardware configurations, operating systems, utilities, applications 
including release levels or versions, installations or de-installations of systems.  
Backups and restores 
Restoring data from backup tapes, or performing special backups. If it is a restore, the reason for 
the restore must be provided, i.e. what happened to the original data. 

 
10.0 Revision History 
3/13/2008 – Added backups and restores 
9/16/2010 – PSA added 
8/25/2011 – Revised layout for uniformity, removed irrelevant content 
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Pandemic Response Planning Policy 
 

1. Overview 
This policy is intended for companies that do not meet the definition of critical infrastructure as defined by 
the federal government. This type of organization may be requested by public health officials to close their 
offices to non-essential personnel or completely during a worst-case scenario pandemic to limit the spread 
of the disease. Many companies would run out of cash and be forced to go out of business after several 
weeks of everyone not working. Therefore, developing a response plan in advance that addresses who can 
work remotely, how they will work and identifies what other issues may be faced will help the organization 
survive at a time when most people will be concerned about themselves and their families. 
Disasters typically happen in one geographic area. A hurricane or earthquake can cause massive damage in 
one area, yet the worst damage is usually contained within a few hundred miles. A global pandemic, such 
as the 1918 influenza outbreak which infected 1/3 of the world’s population, cannot be dealt with by failing 
over to a backup data center. Therefore, additional planning steps for IT architecture, situational awareness, 
employee training and other preparations are required. 
 
2. Purpose 
This document directs planning, preparation and exercises for pandemic disease outbreak over and above 
the normal business continuity and disaster recovery planning process. The objective is to address the 
reality that pandemic events can create personnel and technology issues outside the scope of the traditional 
DR/BCP planning process as potentially 25% or more of the workforce may be unable to come to work for 
health or personal reasons. 
 
3. Scope 
The planning process will include personnel involved in the business continuity and disaster recovery 
process, enterprise architects and senior management of DataMentors. During the implementation of the 
plan, all employees and contractors will need to undergo training before and during a pandemic disease 
outbreak. 
 
4. Policy 
DataMentors will authorize, develop and maintain a Pandemic Response Plan addressing the 
following areas: 

4.1 The Pandemic Response Plan leadership will be identified as a small team which will oversee the 
creation and updates of the plan. The leadership will also be responsible for developing internal 
expertise on the transmission of diseases and other areas such as second wave phenomenon to 
guide planning and response efforts. However, as with any other critical position, the leadership 
must have trained alternates that can execute the plan should the leadership become unavailable due 
to illness. 

4.2 The creation of a communications plan before and during an outbreak that accounts for congested 
telecommunications services. 

4.3 An alert system based on monitoring of World Health Organization (WHO) and other local sources 
of information on the risk of a pandemic disease outbreak. 

4.4 A predefined set of emergency polices that will preempt normal DataMentors policies for the 
duration of a declared pandemic. These polices are to be organized into different levels of response 
that match the level of business disruption expected from a possible pandemic disease outbreak 
within the community. These policies should address all tasks critical to the continuation of the 
company including: 
 
a) How people will be paid 
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b) Where they will work – including staying home with or bringing kids to work. 
c) How they will accomplish their tasks if they cannot get to the office 

4.5 A set of indicators to management that will aid them in selecting an appropriate level of response 
bringing into effect the related policies discussed in section 4.4—for the organization. There 
should be a graduated level of response related to the WHO pandemic alert level or other local 
indicators of a disease outbreak. 

4.6 An employee training process covering personal protection including: 
a) Identifying symptoms of exposure 
b) The concept of disease clusters in day cares, schools or other gathering places 
c) Basic prevention - limiting contact closer than 6 feet, cover your cough, hand washing 
d) When to stay home 
e) Avoiding travel to areas with high infection rates 

4.7 A process for the identification of employees with first responders or medical personnel in their 
household. These people, along with single parents, have a higher likelihood of unavailability due 
to illness or child care issues. 

4.8 A process to identify key personnel for each critical business function and transition their duties to 
others in the event they become ill. 

4.9 A list of supplies to be kept on hand or pre-contracted for supply, such as face masks, hand 
sanitizer, fuel, food and water. 

4.10  IT related issues: 
a) Ensure enterprise architects are including pandemic contingency in planning 
b) Verification of the ability for significantly increased telecommuting including bandwidth, VPN 

concentrator capacity/licensing, ability to offer voice over IP and laptop/remote desktop 
availability 

c) Increased use of virtual meeting tools – video conference and desktop sharing 
d) Identify what tasks cannot be done remotely 
e) Plan for how customers will interact with the organization in different ways 

4.11  The creation of exercises to test the plan. 
4.12  The process and frequency of plan updates at least annually. 
4.13  Guidance for auditors indicating that any review of the business continuity plan or enterprise a  

architecture should assess whether they appropriately address the DataMentors Pandemic Response 
Plan. 

5. Policy Compliance 
5.1 Compliance Measurement 
The Systems & Security department will verify compliance to this policy through various methods, 
including but not limited to, periodic walk-thrus, video monitoring, business tool reports, internal and 
external audits, and feedback to the policy owner.  
5.2 Exceptions 
Any exception to the policy must be approved by the Systems & Security team in advance.  
5.3 Non-Compliance 
An employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
6 Related Standards, Policies and Processes 
World Health Organization  
 
Definitions and Terms 

• Pandemic - (of a disease) prevalent throughout an entire country, continent, or the whole world; 
epidemic over a large area. 

Revision History 
10/1/2014 – Policy written 

 

http://www.who.int/en/
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Password Policy 
             
1.0 Overview 
Passwords are an important aspect of computer security. They are the front line of protection for user 
accounts. A poorly chosen password may result in the compromise of DataMentors’ entire corporate 
network. As such, all DataMentors employees (including contractors and vendors with access to 
DataMentors systems) are responsible for taking the appropriate steps, as outlined below, to select and 
secure their passwords.  
            
2.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to establish a standard for creation of strong passwords, the protection of those 
passwords, and the frequency of change. 
              
3.0 Scope  
The scope of this policy includes all personnel who have or are responsible for an account (or any form of 
access that supports or requires a password) on any system that resides at any DataMentors facility, has 
access to the DataMentors network, or stores any non-public DataMentors information. 
 
4.0 Policy ` 

4.1 General  
• All system-level passwords (e.g., root, administrator, application administration accounts, 

etc.) must be changed on at least a quarterly basis. 
• All user-level passwords (e.g., email, web, desktop computer, etc.) must be changed 

every 42 days.  
• User accounts that have system-level privileges granted through group memberships must 

have a unique password from all other accounts held by that user. 
• Passwords must not be inserted into email messages or other forms of electronic 

communication. 
• All user-level and system-level passwords must conform to the guidelines described 

below. 
 

4.2 Guidelines 
A. General Password Construction Guidelines 
Passwords are used for various purposes at DataMentors. Some of the more common uses 
include: user level accounts, web accounts, email accounts, screen saver protection, voicemail 
password, and firewall logins. Everyone should be aware of how to select strong passwords.  

 
Poor, weak passwords have the following characteristics:  

• The password contains less than eight characters  
• The password is a word found in a dictionary (English or foreign)  
• The password is a common usage word such as:  

• Names of family, pets, friends, co-workers, fantasy characters, etc.  
• Computer terms and names, commands, sites, companies, hardware, software.  
• The word "DataMentors", or any derivation of it.  
• Birthdays and other personal information such as addresses and phone numbers.  
• Word or number patterns like aaabbb, qwerty, zyxwvuts, 123321, etc.  
• Any of the above spelled backwards.  
• Any of the above preceded or followed by a digit (e.g., secret1, 1secret)  
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Strong passwords have the following characteristics:  
• Contain both upper and lower case characters (e.g., a-z, A-Z)  
• Have digits and punctuation characters as well as letters e.g., 0-9, !@#$%^&*()_+|~-

=\`{}[]:";'<>?,./)  
• Are at least eight alphanumeric characters long.  
• Are not a word in any language, slang, dialect, jargon, etc.  
• Are not based on personal information, names of family, etc.  
• Passwords should never be written down or stored on-line. Try to create passwords that 

can be easily remembered. One way to do this is create a password based on a song title, 
affirmation, or other phrase. For example, the phrase might be: "This May Be One Way 
To Remember" and the password could be: "TmB1w2R!" or "Tmb1W>r~" or some other 
variation. 

 
NOTE: Do not use either of these examples as passwords!  
 

B. Password Protection Standards 
Do not use the same password for DataMentors accounts as for other non-DataMentors access 
(e.g., personal ISP account, option trading, benefits, etc.). Where possible, don't use the same 
password for various DataMentors access needs.  
 
Do not share DataMentors passwords with anyone, including administrative assistants or 
secretaries. All passwords are to be treated as sensitive, Confidential DataMentors information. 

 
Here is a list of "dont's":  
 

• Don't reveal a password over the phone to ANYONE  
• Don't reveal a password in an email message  
• Don't reveal a password to the boss  
• Don't talk about a password in front of others  
• Don't hint at the format of a password (e.g., "my family name")  
• Don't reveal a password on questionnaires or security forms  
• Don't share a password with family members  
• Don't reveal a password to co-workers while on vacation  

 
If someone demands a password, refer them to this document or have them call Systems & Security 
Department.  
 
Do not use the "Remember Password" feature of Windows or applications  (e.g., Internet Explorer, 
Outlook, Netscape, etc.). 
 
Again, do not write passwords down and store them anywhere in your office. Do not store passwords 
in a file on ANY computer system (including Blackberrys or similar devices) without encryption. 
 
Change passwords every 42 days (except system-level passwords which must be changed at least 
quarterly).  Stand-alone servers (i.e. servers not part of a domain) are each manually set to require 
password changes at given intervals, established on a client-by-client basis.. 
 
If an account or password is suspected to have been compromised, report the incident and change all 
passwords.  
 
Administrative password cracking or guessing may be performed on a periodic or random basis. If a 
password is guessed or cracked during one of these scans, the user will be required to change it.  
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C. Application Development Standards 
Application developers must ensure their programs contain the following security precautions. 
Applications: 

• should support authentication of individual users, not groups.  
• should not store passwords in clear text or in any easily reversible form.  
• should provide for some sort of role management, such that one user can take over the 

functions of another without having to know the other's password.  
               
D. Use of Passwords and Shared Keys for Remote Access Users 
Access to the DataMentors network via remote access (VPN) is to be controlled using either 
password authentication and/or a shared key system (GreenBow VPN client).  

 
              
5.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
              
6.0 Definitions 
Application Administration Account Any account that is for the administration of an application 

(e.g., Oracle database administrator). 
 
7.0 Revision History 
8/21/2005 – Revised wording to standardize references to required password change time intervals.   
1/18/2008 – Added reference to shared key VPN access and GreenBow     
11/1/2011 – Corrected syntax and formatting   
1/23/2015 – Added stand-alone server procedure       
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Patch Management and Systems Update Policy 
  
1.0 Patch Management Overview 
DataMentors is among many private organizations that have been experiencing growing concerns over the 
escalation in virus and worm activities.  These types of activities jeopardize the operational availability, 
confidentiality and integrity of our Information Technology (IT) assets and impede accomplishment of 
DataMentors’ overall mission. Despite extensive testing, all operating systems and applications are released 
with “bugs” (errors in the software) that affect security, performance, and stability. Most estimates for the 
number of bugs in published software range from 5 to 20 bugs per 1,000 lines of code. 
  
Security-related bugs are generally discovered only after a large number of users start using the operating 
system or application and hackers or independent testers start attempting to expose and compromise 
vulnerabilities in the software. Once a bug is discovered, the software manufacturer often releases a piece 
of software to correct the bug. This software is often called a patch, hotfix, or service pack. 
  
Vulnerabilities are weaknesses in software that can be exploited by a malicious entity to gain greater access 
and/or permission than it is authorized to have on a computer or system.  Not all vulnerabilities have related 
patches, so system administrators must not only be aware of vulnerabilities and patches, but also mitigate 
“unpatched” vulnerabilities through other methods (i.e. workarounds, firewalls, and router access control 
lists). 
  
Today more than ever, a timely patch management response to vulnerabilities is critical to maintain the 
operational availability, confidentiality, and integrity of DataMentors’ IT systems.  Patches are usually 
released for three reasons: 
   

1) To fix faults in an application or operating system.  
Many hacker attacks are based on exploiting faults in the computer code of applications and 
operating systems.  Patches are also released to correct performance or functionality 
problems. 

   
2) To alter functionality or to address a new security threat.   
An example of this is new virus definitions for an antivirus application. There was nothing 
“wrong” with the code of the antivirus program, but it had to be updated to detect new viruses 
that did not exist when the application was first released. 

  
3)  To change or modify the software configuration to make it less susceptible to attacks 

and more secure.                                                    
  

 CERT/CC (http://www.cert.org) estimates that 95 percent of all network intrusions could be avoided by 
keeping systems up to date with appropriate patches. In an increasingly interconnected world, it is critical 
that DataMentors keep their systems patched to the most secure level.  A common misconception among 
some system administrators is that a firewall reduces the need for timely patching. Unfortunately, this is 
incorrect because a firewall generally permits some level of traffic between most internal and external 
hosts. As long as a communication channel is allowed between the internal network and the Internet or 
other external network, there is a risk of compromise, so patching becomes critical. 
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2.0 Policy  
DataMentors has established and implemented a company-wide system of patch management for all IT 
systems, devices and appliances, regardless of operating system or platform.  This consists of clearly 
assigned specific responsibilities for the Systems Administrator.  All authorized personnel are trained in 
system administration to include patch management techniques. Patch management is used in conjunction 
with the normal vulnerability scanning efforts.  DataMentors uses automated patch management software 
to keep workstation patches current, and certifies that system patches have been applied using logging 
methods. These logs and reports will be completed on an ongoing basis and kept on file for audit and/or 
review. Servers are manually patched as soon as it is feasible to do so. The feasibility of applying any given 
patch or patches to servers is primarily determined by available production down time. 
Servers that are either part of a domain or stand-alone are treated in the same way – they are patched as 
soon as realistically possible. Patches are tested on non-production systems prior to installation on all 
production systems.  In addition, DataMentors maintains an organizational inventory and an electronic 
database of information on workstation patches required and deployed on the systems or applications for 
the purposes of proper internal controls and reporting to external entities. 
  
3.0 Policy Exception Requirements  
Exceptions to policy will be considered only in terms of implementation timeframes - exceptions will not 
be granted to the requirement to conform to this policy.  Exceptions that are approved will be interim in 
nature. Interim exceptions cannot extend beyond the fiscal year.  Compliance exceptions that require longer 
durations will be renewed on an annual basis with an updated timeline for completion.  The Systems & 
Security Department will monitor all approved exceptions. 
    
4.0 Procedures 
Although the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommends that companies establish 
a “Patch and Vulnerability Group”, this is optional in establishing a patch management program.  
DataMentors has established a program utilizing the most efficient and effective way to manage patches 
possible given their environment. At a minimum, the following duties and responsibilities have been 
delegated to the Systems & Security Department: 
 

Create and Maintain an Organizational Inventory to include a Patch Management Database 
containing: 

• Hardware equipment and software packages 
• Version numbers of those packages within the organization 
• Patches that apply to this equipment and patch status.  

 
Most automated patch management programs provide this functionality and are preferred over 
manual patch solutions. This database enables the Systems Administrator to monitor for 
information about vulnerabilities and patches that correspond to the hardware and software within 
the inventory.  Specific attention is given to those software packages that are used on important 
servers or that are used by a large number of systems. This includes any connected resources and 
any external resources that are used for official DataMentors business. This database is updated in 
a timely manner when a system is installed or upgraded.  Post-patch distribution updates to the 
database are executed immediately following any patching exercise. 

  
Identify Newly Discovered Vulnerabilities and Security Patches  
The Systems & Security Department is responsible for proactively monitoring security sources for 
vulnerabilities and patches that correspond to the software within the organizational hardware and 
software inventory.  A variety of sources are monitored to ensure that they are aware of all the 
newly discovered vulnerabilities. 

  
When a vulnerability has no satisfactory patch, the Systems & Security Department presents 
alternative risk mitigation approaches to management and supports that management decision by 
testing, documenting, and coordinating implementation with the appropriate system.  Most 
automated solutions will perform the bulk of this requirement; any devices not covered by the 
automated system will be recorded manually in the database. 
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Prioritize Patch Application 
The Systems & Security Department prioritizes the set of known patches. The criticality of a patch 
is a risk-based decision utilizing standard elements such as Probability and Consequence.  
Consideration of consequences usually extends beyond a system’s logical boundaries and requires 
a broader approach in weighing this factor. For example, DataMentors will always consider 
Operating System (OS) Patches that are deemed critical by the software vendor as critical. A 
distinction is made between servers and end-user systems when making patching 
recommendations because often it is more important to patch servers on a routine schedule before 
end-user systems. Care is taken to ensure that the automatic patch distribution solution targets the 
correct machines.   

       
Verify Patch Installation Through Network and Host Vulnerability Scanning 
The Systems & Security Department performs monthly network and host vulnerability scanning to 
identify systems that have not been patched as required. Scanning results will provide the Systems 
Administrator with another data source for new vulnerabilities and patches. However, network and 
host vulnerability scanners do not check for every known vulnerability and cannot be relied on as 
the sole source of vulnerability information.   

  
Identify Patches and Vulnerabilities Associated with Software On Local Systems  
As previously mentioned, the organizational software inventory and patch database may not 
contain all software used by DataMentors. Patches and vulnerabilities that cannot be updated 
using the automated patch management solution are documented on an exception report and 
corrected. All patches applied or vulnerabilities identified will require correction and testing in 
accordance with the procedures outlined above. 

 
5.0 Corporate Responsibilities 
  The Chief Executive Officer  

1. Supports the establishment and maintenance of patch management policy and procedures 
at DataMentors  

2. Ensures that funding and personnel are provided to effectively maintain enterprise-wide 
patch management solutions  

  
The Systems & Security Department 

1. Develops and publishes policy and procedural guidance on patch management 
2. Provides enterprise-wide tools to assist in compliance efforts 
3. Monitors patch management on an enterprise-wide basis 
4. Provides advice and guidance in effectively patching systems and eliminating 

vulnerabilities  
5. Supports exception requests from the patch management policy to ensure that appropriate 

security protection is provided 
6. Implements an internal program for patch management on all IT systems 
7. Ensures that all IT professionals are trained and made aware of this policy  
8. Clearly assigns authorized personnel specific patch management and vulnerability 

correction responsibilities 
9. Employs an approved automated patch management solution to facilitate compliance 

with this policy and to promote efficiency for all systems, and applies patch management 
solutions to in-house applications and monitors the status of those systems 

10. Ensures that an Inventory of Hardware and Software and Patch Status is maintained in an 
electronic database to track the status of all patch actions and vulnerability corrections  

11. Reports patch management status monthly  
 
6.0 Revision History 
1/18/2008 - Virtual rewrite, deleting changed procedures and referencing WSUS as patch management tool 
8/3/2011 – Revised wording associated with Systems Administrator – not a valid position anymore 
1/23/2015 – Removed all references to WSUS, and modified stand-alone server procedure 
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Remote Access Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is to define standards for connecting to DataMentors’ network from any host. 
These standards are designed to minimize the potential exposure to DataMentors from damages that may 
result from unauthorized use of DataMentors’ resources. Damages include the loss of sensitive or company 
confidential data, intellectual property, damage to public image, damage to critical DataMentors’ internal 
systems, etc. 
               
2.0 Scope  
This policy applies to all DataMentors employees, contractors, vendors and agents with a DataMentors-
owned or personally-owned computer or workstation used to connect to the DataMentors network. This 
policy applies to remote access connections used to do work on behalf of DataMentors, including reading 
or sending email and viewing intranet web resources.  
 
Remote access implementations that are covered by this policy include, but are not limited to T1, cable 
modems, DSL, VPN (using a DataMentors approved encrypted VPN client), etc.  
               
3.0 Policy  

3.1 General  
1. It is the responsibility of DataMentors’ employees, contractors, vendors and agents with remote 

access privileges to DataMentors’ corporate network to ensure that their remote access connection 
is given the same consideration as the user's on-site connection to DataMentors’ network.  

2. Please review the following policies for details of protecting information when accessing the 
corporate network via remote access methods, and acceptable use of DataMentors’ network:  

a. Encryption Policy  
b. Virtual Private Network (VPN) Policy  
c. Wireless Communication Policy  
d. Acceptable Use Policy  

3. For additional information regarding DataMentors’ remote access connection options, including 
how to order or disconnect service, cost comparisons, troubleshooting, etc., contact the Systems & 
Security Department.  

              
3.2 Requirements  
1. Secure remote access must be strictly controlled. Control will be enforced via password 

authentication or shared keys. For information on creating a strong password see the Password 
Policy.  

2. At no time should any DataMentors employee provide their login or email password to anyone, 
not even family members.  

3. DataMentors employees and contractors with remote access privileges must ensure that their 
DataMentors-owned or personal computer or workstation, which is remotely connected to 
DataMentors’ corporate network, is not connected to any other network at the same time, with the 
exception of personal networks that are under the complete control of the user.  

4. DataMentors employees and contractors with remote access privileges to DataMentors’ corporate 
network must not use non-DataMentors email accounts (i.e., Hotmail, Yahoo, AOL, GMail), or 
other external resources to conduct DataMentors business, thereby ensuring that official business 
is never confused with personal business.  

5. Routers for dedicated lines configured for access to the DataMentors network must meet minimum 
authentication requirements of CHAP.  

6. Reconfiguration of a home user's equipment for the purpose of split-tunneling or dual homing is 
not permitted at any time.  
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7. Non-standard hardware configurations must be approved by Systems & Security, and must use 
approved security configurations for access to hardware.  

8. All hosts that are connected to DataMentors internal networks via remote access technologies 
must use the most up-to-date anti-virus software and definitions, and this includes personal 
computers. Third party connections must comply with requirements as stated in the Third Party 
Connection Agreement.  

9. Personal equipment that is used to connect to DataMentors’ networks must meet the requirements 
of DataMentors-owned equipment for remote access.  

10. Organizations or individuals who wish to implement non-standard Remote Access solutions to the 
DataMentors production network must obtain prior approval from the Systems & Security Dept.  

 
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
5.0 Definitions  
Cable Modem Cable companies such as AT&T Broadband and Bright House provide Internet 

access over Cable TV coaxial cable. A cable modem accepts this coaxial cable 
and can receive data from the Internet at over 10 Mbps. 

 
CHAP Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol is an authentication method that 

uses a one-way hashing function.  
 
Dual Homing Having concurrent connectivity to more than one network from a computer or 

network device. Examples include: Being logged into the corporate network via 
a local Ethernet connection, and dialing into AOL or other Internet service 
provider (ISP). Being on a DataMentors-provided Remote Access home 
network, and connecting to another network, such as a spouse's remote access.  

 
DSL  Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) is a form of high-speed Internet access competing 

with cable modems. DSL works over standard phone lines and supports data 
speeds of over 2 Mbps downstream (to the user) and slower speeds upstream (to 
the Internet). 

    
Remote Access  Any access to DataMentors’ corporate network through a non-DataMentors 

controlled network, device, or medium.  
 
Split-tunneling Simultaneous direct access to a non-DataMentors network (such as the Internet, 

or a home network) from a remote device (PC, PDA, etc.) while connected into 
DataMentors’ corporate network via a VPN tunnel. Virtual Private Network 
(VPN) is a method for accessing a remote network via "tunneling" through the 
Internet. 

 
6.0 Revision History 
8/21/2005 – Corrected several technology references 
1/18/2008 – Removed obsolete sections on Frame Relay and ISDN 
6/18/2009 – Updated tech references 
6/2/2011 – Removed 3.0, 3.1, item 2 completely. Inaccurate, and does not even belong in the Remote    
Access policy 
11/9/2011 – Corrected format and syntax 
10/1/2014 – Removed references to dial-up modems and GreenBow client 
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Removable Media Policy 
 
1.0 Overview 
Removable media can be classified as any portable device that can be used to store and/or move data. 
Media devices can come in various shapes and forms, including USB memory sticks, read/write compact 
disks and DVDs, PDA storage cards, and magnetic tapes. Essentially anything you can copy, save, and/or 
write to which can then be taken away and restored on another computer. 
 
By design, removable media create their own security vulnerabilities – they provide the means to 
conveniently transport up to several gigabytes of data from one computer or network to another. The most 
salient vulnerabilities being: 
 

1) Most forms of removable media require no form of authentication, password protection, or 
configuration to install or use and they can make use of “plug and play” technologies and 
generally do not require any administrator privileges to install. 

2) Unauthorized disclosure of sensitive data could occur if an item of removable media fell into 
the wrong hands. 

3) In addition to their authorized data, users may also inadvertently transport (and therefore 
introduce) malicious software on to DataMentors’ systems. 

4) The nature and tangible size of removable media is such that they are also prone to accidental 
loss and/or theft. 

 
2.0 Restrictions for the Management of Removable Media 
 

1) Only DataMentors owned and managed removable media should be used with DataMentors 
systems. 

2) It is not permissible to use DataMentors owned media on personal computers or other devices 
that do not have an official connection to DataMentors networks. 

3) High sensitivity data must be protected to at least 128bit encryption levels when stored on 
removable media. If it is not possible to achieve this level of encryption, then its storage is 
prohibited. 

4) Removable media should only be used to transport or store data when other more secure 
means (internal email or network shares) are not available. 

5) If any item of removable media is no longer required by DataMentors, it must be destroyed by 
approved secure means. This is only to be carried out by the Systems & Security Department. 

6) When transferring data from outside of DataMentors, extreme caution must be taken, as the 
potential impact of a malicious software attack on DataMentors’ systems could be severe. 

7) Any loss or theft of any item of removable media must be reported immediately to the 
Systems & Security department so that the level of compromise can be assessed, and 
necessary efforts can be made for recovery. 

 
3.0 Enforcement 
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment. 

 
4.0 Revision History 
11/1/2011 – Corrected phrasing and typos. Removed cassettes and floppy disk references 
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Risk Assessment Policy 
       
1.0 Purpose  
To empower Systems & Security to perform semi-annual information security risk assessments (RAs) for 
the purpose of determining areas of vulnerability, and to initiate appropriate remediation. 
       
2.0 Scope  
Risk assessments can be conducted on any entity within DataMentors or any outside entity that has signed a 
Third Party Connection Agreement with DataMentors. RAs can be conducted on any information system, 
to include applications, servers, and networks, and any process or procedure by which these systems are 
administered and/or maintained.  
         
3.0 Policy 
The execution, development and implementation of remediation programs is the joint responsibility of 
Systems & Security and the department responsible for the systems that are being assessed. Employees are 
expected to cooperate fully with any risk assessment being conducted on systems for which they are held 
accountable. Employees are further expected to work with the Systems & Security Risk Department in the 
development of a remediation plan.  
 
4.0 Risk Assessment Process and Report 
For additional information, contact the Systems & Security Department. 
         
5.0 Enforcement 
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
         
6.0 Definitions 
Entity Any business unit, department, group, or third party, internal or external to DataMentors, 

responsible for maintaining DataMentors assets.  
 
Risk Those factors that could affect confidentiality, availability, and integrity of DataMentors' 

key information assets and systems. Systems & Security is responsible for ensuring the 
integrity, confidentiality, and availability of critical information and computing assets, 
while minimizing the impact of security procedures and policies upon business 
productivity. 

 
7.0 Revision History  
1/18/2008 – Removed references to obsolete (changed) departmental names 
11/1/2011 - Corrected formatting 
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Security Awareness Training Policy 
 
Everyone has a role to play in the success of a security awareness and training program, but security 
managers have key responsibilities to ensure that an effective program is established company wide. The 
scope and content of the program must be tied to existing security program directives and established 
company security policies. Within DataMentors’ security program policy, there exist clear requirements 
for the awareness and training program. 
 
All DataMentors personnel involved in the management, use, design, development, maintenance or 
operation of an application or automated information system are made aware of their security 
responsibilities based on their level of access to systems and data (need-to-know) and trained to fulfill 
them.  Training content assures that all groups specified above are versed in the rules and requirements 
pertaining to security of the respective systems, which they access, operate, or manage. Quarterly 
security awareness meetings are designed to address security, and other notifications are issued as 
required, i.e. new viruses, phishing scams, etc. With respect to training, DataMentors maintains an 
ongoing training process for customers, employees, new hires, new product rollouts, refresher courses, 
and security briefings. To that end, DataMentors has established a dedicated on-site training facility to 
accommodate all training and education, accommodating up to 9 trainees at a time.  
 
DataMentors’ Techniques for Delivering Training Materials 
 
Some of the techniques that lend themselves to dissemination of messages are: 
 

• Posters, “do and don’t lists”, or checklists 
• Screensavers and login banners 
• Desk-to-Desk alerts 
• Companywide email messages 
• In-person sessions, as in quarterly meetings 

 
DataMentors strives to make security awareness material interesting and current. While improved 
security behavior can result in a decline in incidents or violations, reporting of potential incidents has 
increased because of enhanced vigilance among DataMentors’ users. 

 
Revision History: 
9/3/2012 – Policy written 
9/25/2012 - Policy added to manual 
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Server Documentation Policy 

1.0 Overview 
This policy is an internal DataMentors policy and defines the requirements for server documentation. This 
policy defines the level of server documentation required such as configuration information and services 
that are running. It defines who will have access to read server documentation and who will have access to 
change it. It also defines who will be notified when changes are made to the servers.  

2.0 Purpose 
This policy is designed to provide for network stability by ensuring that network documentation is 
complete and current. This policy should complement disaster management and recovery by ensuring that 
documentation is available in the event that systems should need to be rebuilt. This policy will help reduce 
troubleshooting time by ensuring that appropriate personnel are notified when changes are made to any 
servers.  

3.0 Documentation 
For every server on a secure network, there is a list of items that must be documented and reviewed on a 
regular basis to keep a private network secure. This list of information about every server should be created 
as servers are added to the network and updated regularly.  

1. Server name  
2. Server location  
3. The function or purpose of the server.  
4. Hardware components of the system including the make and model of each part of the system.  
5. List of software running on the server including operating system, programs, and services running 

on the server.  
6. Configuration information about how the server is configured including:  

a) Event logging settings  
b) A comprehensive list of services that are running.  
c) Configuration of any security lockdown tool or setting  
d) Account settings  
e) Configuration and settings of software running on the server.  

7. Types of data stored on the server.  
8. The owners of the data stored on the server.  
9. The sensitivity of data stored on the server.  
10. Data on the server that should be backed up along with its location.  
11. Users or groups with access to data stored on the server.  
12. Administrators on the server with a list of rights of each administrator.  
13. The authentication process and protocols used for authentication for users of data on the server.  
14. The authentication process and protocols used for authentication for administrators on the server.  
15. Data encryption requirements.  
16. Authentication encryption requirements.  
17. List of users accessing data from remote locations and type of media they access data through such 

as internet or private network.  
18. List of administrators administrating the server from remote locations and type of media they 

access the server through such as internet or private network.  
19. Intrusion detection and prevention method used on the server.  
20. Latest patch to operating system and each service running.  
21. Groups or individuals with physical access to the area the server is in and the type of access.  
22. Emergency recovery disk and date of last update.  
23. Disaster recovery plan and location of backup data.  
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Mail Server Documentation  

1. Account size limit where the person receives warnings about mailbox size  
2. Account size limit where the person cannot send mail anymore.  
3. Account size limit where the person cannot receive mail anymore.  

4.0 Access Control 
The DataMentors Systems & Security Department and executive management have full read and change 
access to server documentation for the server or servers they are tasked with administering.  

5.0 Change Notification 
The data analysts, application developer staff, and executive management shall be notified when changes 
are made to servers. Notification shall be through email to designated groups of people.  

6.0 Documentation Review 
DataMentors’ Systems & Security department ensures that server documentation is kept current by 
performing a monthly review of documentation or designating a staff member to perform a review. The 
remedy requests within the last month should be reviewed to help determine whether any server changes 
were made. Also any current or completed projects affecting server settings should be reviewed to 
determine whether there were any server changes made to support the project.  

7.0 Storage Locations 
DataMentors’ server documentation is kept either in written form or electronic form in a minimum of two 
places. It is kept in two facilities at least two miles apart so that if one facility is destroyed, information 
from the other facility may be used to help construct the DataMentors IT infrastructure. Information in both 
facilities is updated monthly at the time of the documentation review.  

8.0 Revision History 
11/1/2011 – Corrected formatting and phrasing 
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Server Security Policy 
 

1.0 Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is to establish standards for the base configuration of internal server equipment 
that is owned and/or operated by DataMentors. Effective implementation of this policy will minimize 
unauthorized access to DataMentors proprietary information and technology.  
             
2.0 Scope 
This policy applies to server equipment owned and/or operated by DataMentors, and to servers registered 
under any DataMentors-owned internal network domain.  
 
This policy is specifically for equipment on the internal DataMentors network. 
               
3.0 Policy 

3.1 Ownership and Responsibilities 
All internal servers deployed at DataMentors must be owned by an operational group that is 
responsible for system administration. Approved server configuration guides must be established 
and maintained by each operational group, based on business needs and approved by 
DataMentors. Operational groups should monitor configuration compliance and implement an 
exception policy tailored to their environment. Each operational group must establish a process for 
changing the configuration guides, which includes review and approval by DataMentors. 

 
Servers must be registered within the corporate enterprise management system. At a minimum, the 
following information is required to positively identify the point of contact:  

• Server contact(s) and location, and a backup contact  
• Hardware and Operating System/Version  
• Main functions and applications, if applicable  

Information in the corporate enterprise management system must be kept up-to-date. 
Configuration changes for production servers must follow the appropriate change management 
procedures.  

              
3.2 General Configuration Guidelines 

• Operating System configuration is in accordance with approved DataMentors 
guidelines.  

• Services and applications that will not be used must be disabled where practical.  
• Access to services are logged and/or protected through access-control methods.  
• The most recent security patches must be installed on the system as soon as practical, 

the only exception being when immediate application would interfere with business 
requirements.  

• Trust relationships between systems are a security risk, and their use should be 
avoided. Do not use a trust relationship when some other method of communication 
will do.  

• Always use standard security principles of least required access to perform a 
function.  

• Do not use the administrator account when a non-privileged account will do.  
• If a methodology for secure channel connection is available (i.e., technically 

feasible), privileged access must be performed over secure channels, (e.g., encrypted 
network connections using SSL or IPSec).  

• Servers are physically located in an access-controlled environment.  
• Servers are specifically prohibited from operating from uncontrolled cubicle areas.  
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3.3 Monitoring 
• All security-related events on critical or sensitive systems must be logged and audit 

trails saved as follows:  
• All security related logs will be kept online for a minimum of 1 week.  
• Daily full tape backups will be retained for at least 1 week.  
• Weekly full tape backup logs will be retained for at least 1 month.  
• Monthly full backups will be retained for a minimum of 2 years offsite.  
• Tape test restores will be conducted and logged weekly. 

• Security-related events will be reported to the Systems & Security Department, who 
will review logs and report incidents. Corrective measures will be prescribed as 
needed. Security-related events include, but are not limited to:  

• Port-scan attacks  
• Evidence of unauthorized access to privileged accounts  
• Anomalous occurrences that are not related to specific applications on the host.  

 
3.4 Compliance 

• Audits will be performed on a regular basis by DataMentors.  
• Audits will be managed by the Systems & Security Department. Systems & Security 

will filter findings not related to a specific operational group and then present the 
findings to the appropriate support staff for remediation or justification.  

• Every effort will be made to prevent audits from causing operational failures or 
disruptions.  

 
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
               
5.0 Definitions  
DMZ Demilitarized Zone. This is a network segment external to the corporate production 

network. 
 
Server For purposes of this policy, a Server is defined as an internal DataMentors Server. 

Desktop  machines and lab equipment are not relevant to the scope of this policy. 
 
               
6.0 Revision History 
8/21/2005 – Matched stated backup schedules with actual DataMentors schedules. Corrected typo in DMZ  
definition. 
1/14/2008 – Removed obsolete references 
11/1/2011 – Removed obsolete references and corrected text formatting 
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Social Engineering Awareness Policy 
 

1.0 Overview 
This policy presents rules and guidelines concerning social engineering for employees of 
DataMentors. This Employee Communication & Awareness Policy is designed to protect 
DataMentors' assets, and all employees need to defend the integrity and confidentiality of 
DataMentors' resources.  
 

2.0 Purpose 
This policy has two main purposes:  

1) To make employees aware that fraudulent social engineering attacks occur, and that there are 
procedures that employees can use to detect attacks: 
 
• Employees are made aware of techniques used for such attacks, and they are given 

standard procedures to respond to attacks.  
• Employees know who to contact in these circumstances. 
• Employees recognize they are an important part of DataMentors’ security. The integrity 

of individual employees is the best line of defense for protecting sensitive information 
from being compromised. 
 

2) To create specific procedures for employees to follow to help them make the best choice 
when:  
 
• Someone is contacting the employee - via phone, in person, email, fax or online - and 

elusively trying to collect DataMentors’ sensitive information.  
• The employee is being “socially pressured” or “socially encouraged or tricked” into 

sharing sensitive data. 

3.0 Scope 
This policy applies to all employees of DataMentors, including temporary contractors or part-time 
employees.  
  
4.0 Policy 
No DataMentors information will be shared with any individual if he/she uses words and/or techniques 
such as the following:  

• An “urgent matter”   
• A “forgotten password”  
• A “computer virus emergency”  
• Any form of intimidation from “higher level management” 
• Any “name dropping” by the individual which gives the appearance that it is coming 

from legitimate and authorized personnel.  
• The requester requires the release of information that will reveal passwords, model, serial 

number, or brand or quantity of DataMentors resources. 
• The techniques are used by an unknown (not promptly verifiable) individual via phone, 

email, online, fax, or in person. 
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• The techniques are used by a person that declares to be "affiliated" with DataMentors 
such as a sub-contractor. 

• The techniques are used by an individual that says he/she is a reporter for a well-known 
press editor or TV or radio station. 

• The requester is using ego and vanity seducing methods, for example, rewarding the front 
desk employee with compliments about his/her appearance, intelligence, capabilities, or 
making inappropriate greetings (coming from a stranger). 

5.0 Action 
All persons described in section 3.0 are required attend the security awareness training within 30 days from 
the date of employment and at least every 6 months thereafter. 
If one or more circumstances described in section 4.0 is detected by a person described in section 3.0, then 
the identity of the requester must be verified before continuing the conversation or replying via email, fax, 
or online. 
If the identity of the requester cannot be promptly verified, the person must immediately contact his/her 
supervisor or direct manager. 
If the supervisor or manager is not available, that person must immediately contact the Systems & Security 
Department. 
If the security personnel is not available, the person described in section 3.0 must immediately drop the 
conversation, email, or online chat with the requester, and report the event to his/her supervisor before the 
end of the business day. 
6.0 Enforcement 
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
7.0 Revision History 
9/7/2012 – Policy written 
9/25/2012 – Policy added to manual 
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Social Media Use Guidelines 
 
Overview 
Social networking through the use of internet-based and other electronic social media tools is now 
integrated into everyday life. Use of Facebook, LinkedIn, blogging, wikis and other online social media 
vehicles are commonplace. This document is intended to provide DataMentors’ employees with guidelines 
to eliminate any confusion concerning the use of social media. 

Why a Policy? 
The lines between work and personal life have become blurred. In general, what you do on your own time 
is a personal decision. However, activities in or outside of work that affect your job performance, the 
performance of others, or DataMentors’ business interests are a proper focus for this policy.  

Contributing to online dialogs about any aspect of marketing databases means being present when and 
where they are taking place. As technology tools enable an easy exchange with other professionals, 
governmental representatives, clients, and the public, we encourage you to share the insights and expertise 
gained through your work at DataMentors. You can do so without first asking permission provided you 
read and follow the advice contained in this document.  

It is Matter of Trust 
Being able to share your activities without prior management approval means that DataMentors trusts you 
to understand that by doing so you are accepting a higher level of risk for greater rewards. Each 
DataMentors’ staff member is personally responsible for the content he or she publishes on any form of 
social media. Be thoughtful about how you present yourself in online social networks.  

You may have identified yourself as a DataMentors employee, or named DataMentors as your employer, 
either directly or as part of a user profile. If so, ensure your profile and related content is consistent with 
how you wish to present yourself to DataMentors’ clients, business contacts, colleagues, and peers. 

The senior staff of DataMentors has a special responsibility with their internet presence by virtue of their 
high profile position within the organization, even if they do not explicitly identify themselves as being 
affiliated with the DataMentors. Such senior level staff should assume that his or her posts will be seen and 
read by DataMentors clients, and that they will presumptively associate such posts with DataMentors.  

Trust is an essential ingredient in the constructive culture we are striving to achieve at DataMentors. We 
can’t be there to guide every interaction, so we expect you to follow these guidelines and advice to help 
you better balance the risk vs. reward ratio. 

What’s the Point? 
The goal is to ensure that DataMentors’ voice is part of the larger conversation relating to the database 
marketing industry. But don’t feel compelled to jump in before you understand the conversation and who is 
saying what. First, explore the topic being discussed, read about it, and contribute only when you find 
something that adds or advances the discussion. Include an especially relevant link, since doing so further 
connects DataMentors to the wider web, and can result in greater connectivity for DataMentors. 

 

Share Information Carefully 
Keep in mind that your posts are visible by all with online access. It may be fine to share your work at 
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DataMentors as part of your participation in the online community, but you DO NOT have permission to 
reveal any information that compromises DataMentors’ policy or public positions. By that we mean don’t 
share anything that is proprietary and/or confidential to DataMentors. For example, it is not okay to share 
any content that required a non-disclosure agreement or is part of a confidential management discussion. 
Keep in mind the following when considering whether to share DataMentors-related information: 

• Use common sense. You should refrain from posting items that could reflect negatively on 
DataMentors or otherwise embarrass the organization, including comments or other posts about 
drug or alcohol abuse, profanity, off-color or sexual humor, or other inappropriate conduct. Don't 
use ethnic slurs, personal insults, obscenity, or engage in any conduct that would not otherwise be 
acceptable in the DataMentors workplace. 

• Show proper respect for people’s privacy, and for topics that may be considered objectionable or 
inflammatory, like politics and religion.   

• Respect the law, including those laws governing defamation, discrimination, harassment, 
copyright, and fair use. 

• Don’t use the DataMentors logo, unless specifically authorized to do so. 
• Don’t disclose DataMentors’ (or anyone else’s) confidential or other proprietary information, such 

as current or anticipated products, software, research, processes, techniques, designs, or other 
technical data. Get permission from senior management prior to sharing or publishing any 
intellectual property. Ask permission to publish or comment on meetings or conversations that are 
meant to be internal to DataMentors. 

• Don't reference DataMentors staff, members, partners or vendors without their approval.  
• If you publish content to any website while outside of DataMentors and it has something to do 

with the work you do or topics associated with DataMentors, use a disclaimer such as this: "The 
postings on this site are my own and don't necessarily represent DataMentors’ positions, strategies, 
or opinions.” If what you are publishing is, in fact, DataMentors official business, be sure that that 
you are authorized to make such statements on behalf of the organization. If there is any doubt, 
check with your supervisor. 

• Ensure that your social networking conduct is consistent with the all policies contained in the 
DataMentors Employee Handbook, including sexual harassment, confidentiality and disclosure, 
and use of DataMentors’ equipment and services.  

• Make sure that your online activities do not interfere with your job performance. 

Respecting differences, appreciating the diversity of opinions, and speaking or conducting yourself in a 
professional manner is expected at all times. If you aren’t completely confident about what you intend to 
share, you should seek management input before you post. 

Understand That You Represent DataMentors 
As in all interactions, whether in a physical or virtual environment, you are a representative of 
DataMentors. As a representative of the company, your positions must be in-line with DataMentors’ 
policies and positions. Review the DataMentors Security Policy Manual for specifics on company 
protocols. If you still have any doubts, check with your supervisor.  

Creative Writing Is Encouraged 
Cogent, interesting writing requires an investment of time, even when you know a lot about the subject. 
Chances are your deep knowledge will make your comments more interesting to read, and, by web 
standards, your writings could become popular, if only to others who share your particular interest.  

 

 

Unless you limit your postings to fact-only reports, you may choose to reveal more of your personality as a 
way to build reader interest. Almost everyone posting to online communities writes about themselves, their 
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interests, experiences, and social interactions. People like to know these additional details about you as a 
way to develop a greater appreciation of your point of view. But the web is a public venue, and you should 
be careful not to embarrass yourself, DataMentors, or any other members of the online community.  

Good Writing Basics 
The value of your great idea will suffer to the extent that you allow misspelled words and bad grammar to 
exist in your posts. If you cannot be succinct, at least be complete and accurate. If you know these are areas 
where you could improve, seek out advice from those for whom these are strengths. It takes time to write in 
a concise manner, but it is worth the effort to improve upon your first draft. 

Stick to What You Know 
It’s another basic tenant of writing: write what you know. That way, you increase the likelihood that you 
will be interesting, but as important, you minimize the chances for damaging your credibility. You may 
know a lot about your function or special project, but if you criticize some other DataMentors function or 
decision without knowing all of the relevant background, there’s a good chance that you will be “corrected” 
by the actual expert.  

Be Sensitive to Legal Issues  
DataMentors complies with all laws, including federal and state laws that apply to DataMentors’ operations 
and activities. Compliance with the letter and spirit of the law is an important goal of DataMentors, and is 
essential to maintaining the company’s reputation for the highest standards of ethical conduct. Since you 
are involved in DataMentors’ operations and activities, you are responsible for understanding and 
observing these policies. Refer to DataMentors’ Security Policy Manual for details on compliance with 
legal requirements. And don’t hesitate to ask DataMentors’ senior management for guidance on compliance 
with any l 
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Software Development Change Management Policy 

1.0 Purpose 
The purpose of the Software Development Change Management is to continually improve the software 
processes developed by DataMentors with the intent of improving software quality, increasing productivity, 
and decreasing the cycle time for product development. 

Software Development Change Management involves defining process improvement goals and, with 
executive management sponsorship, proactively and systematically identifying, evaluating, and 
implementing improvements to the organization's standard software process and the projects' defined 
software processes on a continuous basis. 

Training and incentive programs have been established to enable and encourage everyone in the 
organization to participate in process improvement activities. Improvement opportunities are identified and 
evaluated for potential payback to the organization. Pilot efforts are performed to assess process changes 
before they are incorporated into normal practice. 

2.0 Policy 
 DataMentors shall: 

1. Plan continuous process improvement.  
2. Have organization wide participation in the organization's software process improvement 

activities.  
3. Continuously improve the organization's standard software process and the projects' defined 

software processes.  
4. Have executive management sponsor the organization's activities for software process 

improvement.  
5. Provide adequate resources and funding for software process improvement activities.  
6. Require training for quality assurance and software process improvement.  
7. Require training for the managers and technical staff of the software engineering group and other 

software-related groups in software process improvement.  
8. Require training for executive management in software process improvement.  
9. Establish a software process improvement program, which empowers the members of the 

organization to improve the development process of DataMentors.  
10. Have the group responsible or the organization's software process activities (e.g., software 

engineering and development) coordinate the software process improvement activities.  
11. Ensure that the organization develops and maintains a plan for software process improvement 

according to a documented procedure.  
12. Perform the software process improvement activities in accordance with the software process 

improvement plan.  
13. Handle software process improvement proposals according to a documented procedure.  
14. Have members of the organization actively participate in teams to develop software process 

improvements for assigned process areas.  
15. Install, where appropriate, the software process improvements on a pilot basis to determine their 

benefits and effectiveness before they are introduced into normal production.  
16. Implement when the decision is made to transfer a software process improvement into normal 

production, the improvement according to a documented procedure.  
17. Maintain records of software process improvement activities.  
18. Provide feedback to software managers and technical staff on the status and results of the software 

process improvement activities on an event-driven basis.  
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19. Make and use measurements to determine the status of the software process improvement 
activities.  

20. Review the activities for software process improvement with executive management on a periodic 
basis.  

21. Conduct reviews of audits by the software quality assurance group the activities and work 
products for software process improvement and reports the results.  

The DataMentors Systems & Security Department and the Software Development group are responsible for 
the implementation and maintenance of this policy. 

3.0 Revision History  
8/21/2005 – Renamed this policy to reflect its concentration on software development. New 
policy, Change Management Policy and Procedure, has been created to appropriately cover all 
change control other than software development. 
11/09/2011 – Corrected format, layout, and typos 
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Software Installation Policy 
 

1.0 Overview 
Allowing employees to install software on company computing devices opens the organization up to 
unnecessary exposure. Conflicting file versions or DLLs which can prevent programs from running, the 
introduction of malware from infected installation software, unlicensed software which could be discovered 
in an audit, and programs which can be used to hack the organization’s network are examples of the 
problems that can be introduced when employees install software on company equipment. 
 
2.0 Purpose 
To minimize the risk of loss of program functionality, the exposure of sensitive information contained 
within DataMentors’ network, the risk of introducing malware, and the legal exposure of running 
unlicensed software. 
 
3.0 Scope 
This policy covers all computers, laptops, servers, and other computing devices operating within 
DataMentors. 
 
4.0 Policy 
 
Employees may not install software on DataMentors’ computing devices 
operated within the DataMentors network.  
 
Software change requests must first be approved by the requester’s manager and then be made to the 
Systems & Security department in writing or via email. Software must be selected from an approved 
software list, maintained by the Systems & Security department, unless no selection on the list meets the 
requester’s need. The Systems & Security department will obtain and track the licenses, test new software 
for conflict and compatibility, and perform the installation. 
 
5.0 Enforcement 
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment. 
 
6.0 Definitions 
DLL: Dynamically Linked Library. A shared program module used by one or more programs, often 
installed as part of a program installation. If the current version of a DLL is overwritten by a newer or older 
version, existing programs that relied upon the original version may cease to function or may not function 
reliably. 
 
Malware: A wide variety of programs created with the explicit intention of performing malicious acts on 
systems they run on, such as stealing information, hijacking functionality, and attacking other systems. 
 
Revision History 
11/09/2011 – Policy added to manual 
12/9/2014 – Added “employees may not install software” with bold emphasis 
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Source Code Control Policy 
 
1.0 Code Check-In/Out process 
The code is stored on a SubVersion server; there are repositories for each version of DataFuse broken down 
by each language C/C++ and Java.  Java development is done with Eclipse 3.x, which has built in functions 
that integrate with SubVersion.  The watch-edits feature is turned on so that if someone makes a change to 
a source file, they will be notified that someone else is editing the source as well.  When a source file is 
checked in the SubVersion software, Eclipse notifies the developer that a conflict exists and shows the 
developer the two different versions of the code so they can synchronize the code.  For C/C++ 
development, the process is the same except Visual Studio is used with other SubVersion tools to check-
in/out the source code.  When code is checked in, we use the following format for the check-in description: 
 
BugID: #### - MM/DD/CCYY – Pgm Initials – Description of code changes. 
FeatureID: #### - MM/DD/CCYY - Pgm Initials – Description of code changes. 
  
2.0 Bug Reporting process 
Bugzilla is used for bug/feature items, and we have three products setup in Bugzilla: 
 
DataFuse 
Hardware 
Network 
 
This not only covers our software development but it also takes care of any hardware and network issue 
tracking.  The DataFuse product has multiple components that cover the GUI and Processing 
code.  Bugs/Features can be added to the system and assigned to one of the many components by 
DataMentors staff. 
 
3.0 Release Process 
Currently there are three versions of DataFuse that are supported: 
 

1. The Production version is used in-house as well as client sites. For in-house, a production 
software drive is used as a repository for the software. 

 
2. The Test version is used in-house to test bug/feature changes for the current production 

version.  Once the change has been tested, it is then moved to production. 
 

3. The Development version is used in-house, which is the next version of DataFuse that is in 
development. 

 
The SubVersion server is used to build the software for release, and an Ant script is used to build the install 
image of DataFuse. 
 
Revision History 
6/2006 – Policy added 
6/2009 – Changed CVSNT to SubVersion software 
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Virtual Private Network (VPN) Policy 
 
1.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines for Remote Access Virtual Private Network (VPN) 
connections to the DataMentors corporate network.  
             
2.0 Scope  
This policy applies to all DataMentors employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, and other workers 
including all personnel affiliated with third parties utilizing a VPN to access the DataMentors network.  
               
3.0 Policy 
Approved DataMentors employees and authorized third parties (customers, vendors, etc.) may utilize the 
benefits of a VPN, which is a "user managed" service. This means that the user is responsible for selecting 
an Internet Service Provider (ISP), coordinating installation, installing the required GreenBow VPN client 
software, and paying any associated fees. Further details may be found in the Remote Access Policy.  
 

1. It is the responsibility of employees with VPN privileges to ensure that unauthorized users are not 
allowed access to DataMentors internal networks.  

2. VPN use is to be controlled using strong password authentication and shared key.  
3. When actively connected to the corporate network, the VPN will force all traffic to and from the 

PC over the VPN tunnel: all other traffic will be dropped.  
4. Dual (split) tunneling is NOT permitted; only one network connection is allowed at a time.  
5. VPN gateways (through Cyberoam) will be set up and managed by DataMentors Systems & 

Security Department.  
6. All computers connected to DataMentors internal networks via VPN or any other technology must 

use the most up-to-date anti-virus software that is the corporate standard (Symantec Endpoint 
Protection); this includes personal computers.  

7. VPN users will be automatically disconnected from DataMentors’ network after thirty minutes of 
inactivity. The user must then logon again to reconnect to the network. Pings or other artificial 
network processes are not to be used to keep the connection open (keep-alive).  

8. The VPN connection is limited to an absolute connection time of 24 hours.  
9. Users of computers that are not DataMentors-owned equipment must configure the equipment to 

comply with DataMentors’ VPN and Network policies.  
10. New employees must wait 90 days for VPN access privileges. 
11. By using VPN technology with personal equipment, users must understand that their machines are 

a de facto extension of DataMentors’ network, and as such are subject to the same rules and 
regulations that apply to DataMentors-owned equipment, i.e., their machines must be configured 
to comply with DataMentors’ Security Policies.  

               
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
       
5.0 Definitions 
 
6.0 Revision History 
12/9/2014 – Added 90 day wait clause  
8/21/2007 – Changed wording to require GreenBow VPN client for all VPN connections. 
11/09/2011 – Corrected formatting and syntax 
11/18/2014 – Added 90 day wait period for new employees 
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Visitor Laptop Security Policy 
1.0 Overview 

While at DataMentors, visitors often want Internet access to check their email or other home institution 
services. Other visitors require the Internet to access remote services to conduct demonstrations or for other 
reasons. To provide visitors with Internet access, DataMentors has an external wireless local area network 
(LAN). 

In order to protect wireless LAN users from viruses, Trojans, worms or other malware that could be 
inadvertently brought into the wireless LAN by visitors, all laptop computers coming into the DataMentors 
offices will be examined for the presence of current virus protection software and operating system patches. 
In most cases, this process will take 4-6 minutes.  

So, prior to bringing your laptop to DataMentors, we ask that you ensure that it meets or exceeds the 
minimum operating system requirements for Windows, Macintosh, and Linux detailed below. Doing so 
will minimize the risk of any computer inadvertently introducing a network security threat and may 
significantly decrease the time it takes to go through the security verification process. We greatly 
appreciate your assistance and cooperation - it will make your visit more productive and keep our network 
environment safe.  

 
2.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this policy is to outline the criteria that must be met in order to use of laptop computer 
equipment at DataMentors. These rules are in place to protect visitors, employees and DataMentors itself. 
Inappropriate use exposes DataMentors to risks including virus attacks, compromise of network systems 
and services, and legal issues. 
  
3.0 Laptop security verification process  
When you arrive at DataMentors’ corporate offices, you will be issued a visitor's badge at the reception 
desk. Individuals bringing in a computer of any kind will have a member of the Systems & Security 
department verify that current virus protection software and operating system patches are installed. During 
this procedure, a technician will ask you to complete a form providing your name and other identifying 
information and will physically inspect your laptop to ensure that it meets our technical requirements, 
detailed below.  

• If your system meets the requirements for DataMentors’ wireless LAN access, then you will 
receive the wireless key code, and your machine will be configured for a wireless connection. 
Alternatively, we can provide an external wired connection for your laptop if it not equipped with 
wireless connectivity. 

• If your computer does NOT meet the requirements for DataMentors’ wireless LAN access and the 
wireless connection, we will not update your existing virus protection, and you will not be able to 
connect your computer to the DataMentors wireless LAN.  

• Once approved for network connectivity, you will be able to connect only to the DataMentors 
wireless LAN. The wireless LAN provides access to the Internet and to the web-based 
DataMentors applications such as PinPoint.  

• Under no circumstances will you be allowed to connect to the DataMentors 
internal production network.  
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4.0 Minimum laptop operating system requirements  

Macintosh  

• OS X Operating System; if older OS version, current anti-virus software must be installed.  
• Has all current operating system service packs and security patches installed.  
• Is equipped with current, licensed anti-virus software.  
• Has current virus definitions and/or updates installed.  
• Has been fully scanned with virus detection software within 1 day of your visit.  
• No quarantined (virus infected) items resident on the computer.  

LINUX  

• Linux (not dual boot) is acceptable; if the computer is configured to dual boot with Microsoft, it 
must comply with the criteria for Microsoft Windows laptops.  

• Has all current operating system service packs and security patches installed.  
• Is equipped with current, licensed anti-virus software.  
• Has current virus definitions installed.  
• Has been fully scanned with virus detection software within 1 day of your visit.  
• No quarantined (virus infected) items resident on the computer.  

 Microsoft Windows  

• All Operating System critical, high-priority, and security patches (Hot Fixes) installed.  
• Latest Operating System Service Packs installed.  
• Is equipped with current, licensed anti-virus software. Virus protection software installed and 

configured for "On-Access" or similar real-time scanning.  
• Virus protection software "Auto Update" set to download antivirus definition files daily.  
• Current (within 1 calendar day) antivirus definition files.  
• No quarantined (virus infected) items resident on the computer.  
• Has been fully scanned with virus detection software within 1 day of your visit.  

  

Wireless network connection at DataMentors requires that TCP/IP be configured for Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol (DHCP). If you do not understand what this means, please contact your 
organization's network administrator or help desk prior to your visit. 

 
If you have any concerns or questions about the laptop scanning process or the wireless network, please 
contact DataMentors’ Systems & Security Department at 813-960-7800 
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DataMentors’ Systems & Security staff 
 
I have read, understand, and agree to abide by the provisions of this policy. 
 
 
____________________________________                        ______________________________________ 
Signature                                                                                 Date 
 
 
 
____________________________________                        ______________________________________ 
Printed Name                                                                          Company  
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Wireless Communication Policy 
 

1.0 Purpose  
 
This policy prohibits access to DataMentors networks via unsecured wireless communication devices.  
 
2.0 Scope  
This policy covers all wireless data communication devices (e.g., personal computers, cellular phones, 
SmartPhones, etc.) connected to any of DataMentors' internal networks. This includes any form of wireless 
communication device capable of transmitting packet data. Wireless devices and/or networks without any 
connectivity to DataMentors’ networks do not fall under the purview of this policy. 
         
3.0 Policy  
 

3.1 Register Access Points and Cards 
All wireless Access Points / Base Stations connected to the corporate network must be registered 
and approved by DataMentors’ Systems & Security Department. These Access Points / Base 
Stations are subject to periodic penetration tests and audits.   All wireless Network Interface Cards  
used in corporate laptop or desktop computers must be registered with DataMentors Systems & 
Security Department. 

 
3.2 Approved Technology 
All wireless LAN access must use corporate-approved vendor products and security 
configurations. 

 
3.3 VPN Encryption and Authentication 
All computers with wireless LAN devices must utilize the corporate-approved Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) configured to drop all unauthenticated and unencrypted traffic.  To comply with 
this policy, wireless implementations must maintain point to point hardware encryption of at least 
128 bits.  All implementations must support a hardware address that can be registered and tracked, 
i.e., a MAC address. All implementations must support and employ strong user authentication.  

 
3.4 Setting the SSID 
The SSID shall be configured so that it does not contain any identifying information about the 
organization, such as the company name, division title, employee name, or product identifier, and 
is not broadcast. 

         
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
         
5.0 Definitions  
User Authentication A method by which the user of a wireless system can be verified as a legitimate 

user independent of the computer or operating system being used. 
 
Revision History 
8/21/2005 – Strengthened paragraph one phrasing. 
12/21/2007 – Removed generic departmental name references 
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Workstation Security Policy 
             
1.0 Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is to provide guidance for workstation security for DataMentors workstations in 
order to ensure the security of information on the workstation and information the workstation may have 
access to.  Additionally, the policy provides guidance to ensure the requirements for protecting individual 
financial data are met subject to the safeguarding provisions of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA).  
 
2.0 Scope  
This policy applies to all DataMentors employees, contractors, workforce members, vendors and agents 
with a DataMentors-owned or personal-workstation connected to the DataMentors network. 
 
3.0 Policy  
Appropriate measures must be taken when using workstations to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of sensitive information, including financial data, and that access to sensitive information is 
restricted to authorized users.   

3.1 Workforce members using workstations shall consider the sensitivity of the information, 
including financial data that may be accessed and minimize the possibility of unauthorized access. 
3.2 DataMentors will implement physical and technical safeguards for all workstations that access 
electronic protected financial data to restrict access to authorized users.  
3.3 Appropriate measures include:  
 

• Restricting physical access to workstations to only authorized personnel. 
• Securing workstations (screen lock or logout) prior to leaving area to prevent 

unauthorized access. 
• Enabling a password-protected screen saver with a short timeout period to ensure that 

workstations that were left unsecured will be protected. 
• Complying with all applicable password policies and procedures.  
• Ensuring workstations are used for authorized business purposes only. 
• Never installing unauthorized software on workstations. 
• Storing all sensitive information, including individual financial data on network servers.   
• Keeping food and drink away from workstations in order to avoid accidental spills. 
• Securing laptops that contain sensitive information by using cable locks or locking 

laptops up in drawers or cabinets.  
• Complying with the Mobile Device Encryption policy. 
• Complying with the Anti-Virus Software policy. 
• Ensuring workstations are left on but logged off in order to facilitate after-hours updates.  

Exit running applications and close open documents 
 
4.0 Enforcement  
Any employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  
 
5.0 Definitions  
Workstation - laptops, desktops, or computer based equipment containing or accessing individual financial     
data, and authorized home workstations accessing the DataMentors network. 
Workforce member - employees, volunteers, trainees, and other persons under the direct control of  
DataMentors. 
 
6.0 Revision History – Policy added 11/09/2011 
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What are Policies, Standards, Guidelines and Procedures? 
  
In order to protect information, businesses need to implement rules and controls around the protection of 
information and the systems that store and process this information. This is commonly achieved through 
the implementation of information security policies, standards, guidelines and procedures. However, what 
exactly are these? This document will explain what information security policies, standards, guidelines and 
procedures are, the differences between each and how they fit together to form an information security 
policy framework. 
  
Policies 
An information security policy consists of high level statements relating to the protection of information 
across the business and should be produced by senior management. 
  
The policy outlines security roles and responsibilities, defines the scope of information to be protected, and 
provides a high level description of the controls that must be in place to protect information. In addition, it 
should make references to the standards and guidelines that support it. Businesses may have a single 
encompassing policy, or several specific policies that target different areas, such as an email policy or 
acceptable use policy. From a legal and compliance perspective, an information security policy is often 
viewed as a commitment from senior management to protect information. A documented policy is 
frequently a requirement to satisfy regulations or laws, such as those relating to privacy and finance. It 
should be viewed as a business mandate and must be driven from the top (i.e. senior management) 
downwards in order to be effective. 
  
Standards 
Standards consist of specific low level mandatory controls that help enforce and support the information 
security policy. 
  
Standards help to ensure security consistency across the business and usually contain security controls 
relating to the implementation of specific technology, hardware or software. For example, a password 
standard may set out rules for password complexity and a Windows standard may set out the rules for 
hardening Windows clients. 
  
Guidelines 
Guidelines consist of recommended, non-mandatory controls that help support standards or serve as a 
reference when no applicable standard is in place.   
  
Guidelines should be viewed as best practices that are not usually requirements, but are strongly 
recommended. They could consist of additional recommended controls that support a standard, or help fill 
in the gaps where no specific standard applies. For example, a standard may require passwords to be 8 
characters or more and a supporting guideline may state that it is best practice to also ensure the password 
expires after 30 days. In another example, a standard may require specific technical controls for accessing 
the internet securely and a separate guideline may outline the best practices for using the internet and 
managing your online presence. 
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Procedures 
Procedures consist of step by step instructions to assist workers in implementing the various policies, 
standards and guidelines. 
  
Whilst the policies, standards and guidelines consist of the controls that should be in place, a procedure gets 
down to specifics, explaining how to implement these controls in a step by step fashion. For example, a 
procedure could be written to explain how to install Windows securely, detailing each step that needs to be 
taken to harden/secure the operating system so that it satisfies the applicable policy, standards and 
guidelines. 
  
The Information Security Policy Framework 
Each document listed above has a different target audience within the business and therefore, should never 
be combined into one document. Instead there should be several documents, that together form the concept 
of an information security policy framework. This framework is illustrated in the diagram above, with each 
level of the framework supporting the levels above it. 
In order to help cement this concept, let’s use an example to illustrate how all of these different framework 
pieces fit together. 

• A policy may state all business information must be adequately protected when being transferred. 
• A supporting data transfer standard builds upon this, requiring that all sensitive information be 

encrypted using a specific encryption type and that all transfers are logged. 
• A supporting guideline explains the best practices for recording sensitive data transfers and 

provides templates for the logging of these transfers. 
• A procedure provides step by step instructions for performing encrypted data transfers and ensures 

compliance with the associated policy, standards and guidelines. 
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Legislative Compliance Guidelines 
 
1.0 Introduction 
In today’s world, it is essential that DataMentors be able to show compliance with current legislation, and 
to be prepared for forthcoming legislation. Recent laws such as HIPAA (Health Insurance Accountability 
and Portability Act), GLB (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act) and Sarbanes Oxley have had major implications for 
policy makers. Policy can be used to help DataMentors ensure they have the controls in place to be in 
compliance by mapping policy statements to legislative requirements.  In this way DataMentors can 
provide evidence that their baseline security controls are in line with regulations and legislation. This type 
of stance also gives DataMentors an indication based on legal requirements of what they need to protect, 
and to what extent. This will help to ensure that they target security controls only where they are needed, a 
benefit from both a financial and personnel resourcing perspective. 
 
2.0 Scope 
This policy applies to employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, and other workers at DataMentors, 
including all personnel affiliated with third parties. This policy applies to all equipment and systems that 
are owned or leased by DataMentors.  
 
3.0 Guidelines 
These guidelines is useful in ways that go beyond the immediate protection of assets and policing of 
behavior. They represent a useful compliance tool, showing what DataMentors’ position is on best practice 
issues, and that there are controls in place to comply with current and forthcoming legislation and 
regulations. 
 
Compliance is one of the greatest challenges faced by any organization today. Observing regulatory 
compliance is a requisite for DataMentors. Sensitive enterprise data is always at a risk of being 
compromised; therefore it has become a mandate to secure sensitive information by establishing network 
security processes and meeting the guidelines of regulatory bodies. Regulatory compliance standards such 
as PCI DSS , FISMA, GLBA, SOX, The Red Flags Rule, and HIPAA require DataMentors to monitor their 
network in real-time, ensure high levels of security for their confidential enterprise assets, and provide 
network compliance audit reports to auditors when demanded. It is critical for organizations to observe the 
regulatory compliance audit guidelines, since being non-compliant to the regulatory standards can result in 
severe penalties. 
 
To meet all compliance requirements, DataMentors takes proactive measures to establish security processes 
for detecting network anomalies, attacks and other vulnerabilities that can cause harm to sensitive 
information. DataMentors fulfills the requirements of the compliance auditor by producing compliance 
reports. DataMentors also demonstrates the security measures taken to curb their network from being 
compromised. Regulatory bodies may also require DataMentors to retain log data of their network devices 
and applications for long periods, thereby allowing the auditors to authenticate security incidents by 
checking the audit trails from the log data. 
 
The following section lists regulatory standards, and their applicability to DataMentors’ business processes. 
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• HIPAA 
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulation impacts those in 
healthcare that exchange patient information electronically. HIPAA regulations were established 
to protect the integrity and security of health information, including protecting against 
unauthorized use or disclosure of the information. 
HIPAA states that a security management process must exist in order to protect against "attempted 
or successful unauthorized access, use, disclosure, modification, or interference with system 
operations". If and when a breach of medical records occurs, healthcare service providers damage 
their brand value and end up paying a hefty monetary penalty. 
 
HIPAA applicability to DataMentors:  
The HIPAA Privacy Rule protects most “individually identifiable health information” held or 
transmitted by a covered entity or its business associate, in any form or medium, whether 
electronic, on paper, or oral. The Privacy Rule calls this information “protected health 
information”. 
 
“Individually identifiable health information” is defined as information that is a subset of health 
information, including demographic information collected from an individual. It must also: 

1) Be created or received by a health care provider, health plan, employer, or health care 
clearinghouse; and 

2) Relate to the past, present, or future physical or mental health or condition of an 
individual; the provision of health care to an individual; or the past, present, or future 
payment for the provision of health care to an individual; and 

a) Identifies the individual; or 
b) A reasonable basis to believe the information can be used to identify the 

individual exists 

DataMentors could be considered a health care clearinghouse by definition. However, that would 
require handling protected health information (PHI) which is “any information in a medical 
record that can be used to identify an individual, and was created, used, or disclosed in the course 
of providing a health care service, such as a diagnosis or treatment.”  In other words, PHI is in 
an individual’s medical records, including conversations between their doctors and nurses about 
treatment. PHI also includes an individual’s billing information and any medical information in 
their health insurance company’s computer systems(s). 
Unless data received for processing contains name, address AND diagnosis, treatment, or 
billing information, HIPAA is not applicable to DataMentors. 
 

• GLB Act 
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB) mandate that every financial institution should have polices 
and processes in place to protect "non-public personal information" from threats. 
It is necessary that a security management system exists in order to protect against attempted or 
successful unauthorized, use, disclosure, modification, or interference of customer records. In 
other words, being able to monitor, report and alert on access to systems and applications that 
contain sensitive customer information is critical. Although DataMentors does not fall under the 
definition of a “covered entity” with respect to the GLB Act, all appropriate systems and controls 
are in place to meet compliance requirements. 
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GLB Act applicability to DataMentors:  
The GLB Act applies only to "financial institutions", defined as companies that offer financial 
products or services to individuals, like loans, financial or investment advice, or insurance. 
Among the institutions that fall under FTC jurisdiction for purposes of the GLB Act are non-bank 
mortgage lenders, loan brokers, some financial or investment advisers, tax preparers, providers of 
real estate settlement services, and debt collectors. At the same time, the FTC's regulation applies 
only to companies that are "significantly engaged" in such financial activities.  
 
Given these conditions, the GLB Act is not applicable to DataMentors. 
 
 

• SOX 
SOX (Sarbanes Oxley) legislation requires all Public companies and Public accounting firms to 
show the auditors the accuracy of their financial reporting. The Act requires public companies to 
implement processes and controls to protect financial data. All covered companies are required to 
produce a SOX report that tells the auditors in detail how the data security is handled internally. 
 
SOX applicability to DataMentors:  
DataMentors is not a public company; therefore the SOX legislation is not applicable to 
DataMentors. 
 
 

• RED FLAGS RULES 
The SEC’s identity theft red flags rules apply to SEC-regulated entities that qualify as financial 
institutions or creditors under FCRA and require those financial institutions and creditors that 
maintain covered accounts to adopt identity theft programs.  SEC regulated entities that are likely 
to qualify as financial institutions or creditors and maintain covered accounts include most 
registered brokers, dealers, and investment companies, and some registered investment advisers.  
 
The RED FLAGS RULES applicability to DataMentors:  
The SEC’s identity theft red flags rules apply to SEC-regulated entities that qualify as financial 
institutions or creditors under FCRA and require those financial institutions and creditors that 
maintain covered accounts to adopt identity theft programs.  SEC-regulated entities that are likely 
to qualify as financial institutions or creditors and maintain covered accounts include most 
registered brokers, dealers, and investment companies, and some registered investment advisers.  
 
DataMentors is not an “SEC-regulated” entity, financial institution or creditor; therefore the 
RED FLAGS RULES are not applicable to DataMentors. 
 
 

• PCI DSS 
Entities are required to observe the PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry - Data Security Standards) 
guidelines if the organization stores, transmits or processes customer credit card data. 

The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) was created to meet the rising 
threat to credit cardholder personal information. They include card information thefts either from 
within the organization handling it or from external brute forces. Compliance to PCI-DSS is 
mandatory for all organizations dealing with credit, debit and ATM cards, as defined by the PCI 
Security Standards Council, which includes industry giants like Visa, Master Card and American 
Express. 
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PCI DSS applicability to DataMentors:  
As a global standard, the PCI DSS applies to any entity worldwide that stores, processes 
or transmits credit cardholder data. This includes financial institutions, merchants and 
service providers in all payment channels. 

1) Financial institutions include banks, insurance companies, lending agencies, and 
brokerages 

2) Merchants include restaurants, retailers (brick-and-mortar, mail/telephone 
order, e-commerce), transportation operators, and virtually any point-of-sale 
that processes credit cards across all industries 

3) Examples of service providers include transaction processors, payment 
gateways, customer service entities, (i.e. call centers), managed-service 
providers, web hosting providers, data centers, and Independent Sales 
Organizations 

Under these definitions, DataMentors could be classified as a “data center”, or a 
“managed-service provider”. The key is whether or not DataMentors “stores, processes, 
or transmits” credit cardholder information – personally identifiable credit card account 
information, including account number.  
 
Each customer data set will have to be examined to check for the existence of 
personally identifiable credit card account information. If it exists, PCI DSS applies – if 
not, PCI DSS does not apply 
 

• FISMA 
The Federal Information Security Management Act states that the Department of Homeland 
Security will provide additional operational support to federal agencies in securing federal 
systems. The Department will monitor and report agency progress to ensure the effective 
implementation of this guidance.  
 
FISMA applicability to DataMentors:  
FISMA only applies to government agencies; therefore it does not apply to DataMentors 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.0 Revision History 
     3/16/2015 – Policy written 
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